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commitment to some productive end products, whether organized as
traditional prison industries or not. The introduction of vocational
training into U.S. prisons around the turn of the century has been
misunderstood. The contributions of the pioneer vocational educator,
Superintendent ZNaulon Brockway of the Elmira Reformatory, have been
both under- and overestimated in the scholarly literature. The true
"age of reform" in correctional education dates to the 1930s. A study
of the New York State Vocational Institution shows the enormous
difficulties that have beset even the best-designed and
well-intentioned efforts to transform prisons into institutions of
vocational training: development of correctional education programs
from a pedagogical standpoint; staffing; expense related to obtaining
vocational equipmert for training; inmate recruitment; administrator
allegiance; and job placement. Given the current penal philosophy
committed to the goals of deterrence and retribution, reform in
correccional education is constrained. (YLB)
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PREFACE

This report was prepared as part of a continuing effort by the National Center for
Research in VocationP1 Education (NCRVE) to examine and understand delivery systems

of vocational education and training. It provides a historical perspective on correctional
education in America and observes the implications of that history for reform in

correctional education in the 1990s. The study should be of interest to researchers and
policymakers who are concerned abou orrectional education issues, and to practitioners
who provide that education.

SUMMARY

This Note seeks to shed new light on the history of correctional education in
America, and on the implications of that history for reform in correctional education in

the 1990s. We address questions such as the following:
What an, the origins of contemporary ideas about correctional education?
How have educational programs in prisons been implemented in different

thne periods?
Are prospects brighter today than in the past for the resurgence of vocational
programs in correctional institutions?

This Note consists of three main sections. In Section 1, we identify some general

tendencies in the history of (=rational education in the 19th and 20th centuries. In
Sectiais 2 and 3, we present a more systematic histm of correctional education between
approximately 1890 and 196G. In Section 2, we reinterpret the contributions of the
famous prison superintendent, Zebu Ion Brockway, to correctional education in the late

19th and early 20th centuries. In Section 3, via a case study of the New York State
Vocational institution, we examine the enormous difficulties that have bedeviled even the

best-designed and well-intentioned efforts to transform prisons into institutions of
vocational training.

Our empirical investigations of the past lead us tz a number of general conclusions
about where the field of correctional education has been and whete it seems to be going.

We conclude, for example, that
1. Contrary to widespread hopes at the time, the 1980s were not propitious for
innovation in correctional education. In the past, correctional education has thrived only
in the context of a broader ideological consensus in favor of rehabilitation rather than

punishment as the primary purpose of incarceration. During the 1980s, however, this
consensus was probably farther trom the mainstream of American correctional thinking
than at any time since the 1920s.

2. Corrections has not always been the enormous drain on local, state, and federal
treasuries that it has become in recent years. Modern-day advocates of a vastly expanded
network of prison industries generally attempt to reinstate a once-operative principle in
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American correctionsalert, however, to the operational abuses that helped to undermine
legislative tolerance for prison labor toward the end of the 19th century.

3. From its aigins, vocaticural education in prisons has been "sold" in value-laden
ideological as well as educational terms. Vocational education, in other words, has been

cast as an either-or, inflexible substitue for, not a codification or adjunct of,
rerranterative prison labor. The debate over vocational training in prisons has too often

become precious and divorced from pragmatic financial considerations. We doubt
whether vocational training programs can survive without a real commitment to some
productive end products, whether organizzd as traditiceal prison industries or not.

4. With the advantage of hindsight, it is clear that the 1930s were unique in the
degree to which prison officials were willing to follow the lead of outsiders, especially

educators, in charting new paths of prison reform. But, any effort to re-create the

conditions of the 1930swhen, at least for a brief time, there was serious ongoing
communication between educators and prison officialsremains a formidable challenge.
5. Vocational education is intrinsically an unstable innovation in conectional

institutions. The historral pacern seem to be that the effective, productive utilization of
inmates' vocaticaral skills prompts the creation of key constituencies outside the prisons
(especially among legislators and in the corrections bureaucracy) who cam more about
the products, and their remunerative value, than about preserving the integrity of the

training program itself. Many elements inhibit correctional education innovations from
taking root initially in prisons. We call attention to several inherent difficulties, including

pedagogical problem, expense, staff recruinnent, prisoner retention, placement
conundmms, and a variety of political considerations internal and external to the prison.

6. Battles for professional prerogative have undermined efforts to make
correctional education the driving force in prison reform. We highlight especially the
abiding corflicts between correctional educators and therapists (mainly clinical
psychologists and psychiatrists) in defming and implementing reform agendas in

American prisons. The conflicts between therapists and educators remain an endemic
problem with much potential to frustrate innovation in correctional education.

7. We are struck by a certain anomaly: In the two time periods (1890s and 1930s)
when vocational education most conspicuously came to the fore in American corrections,

vocational programming per se did not dominate the prison reform agenda. Rather,
vocational programming was part of a much broader, self-consciously experimental
educational plan that included, but was not limited to, more conventional academic

education. The past champions of vocationalism, in other words, also upheld the view

vil

that vocational instruction alone would provide an insubstantial curricular and

palagogical base on which to build effective treatment programs. The linkage is clear
between this comprehensive view of prison education in the past and more recent efforts

to develop integrative models of academk and vocational education.

8. Too often in the past, proponents of conectimal education programs, especially
those with a vocational focus, have proclaimed the virtues of their ideas as self-evident

as if the greater alleged "practicality" of vocational program guaranteed them both wider
public support and greater rehabilitative effectiveness than other interventions. This is no
lesser adequate. The corrections field itself, and also legislators, Eave traveled down the
reform road of vocational educatim too often to be persuaded by superficial invocations
of the work ethos as a remedy for recidivism. Unless it can be stgiwn that vocational
programming is superior to other educational or therapeutic interventions with prisoners,

there seems no convening reason to assume it is so.
In sum, our reading of trends and tendencies in correctional education does not

leave us optimistic about its future. We are led, instead, to emphasize the long-term
constraints on reform, many of which still appear to be operative today. If nothing else,
our research suggests the advisability of greater candor regarding the proven potential of
correctional education to rehabilitate inmates, and increased political realism in assessing
future prospects for integrating vocational training into American prisons.
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-11. INTRODUCTION

This Note seeks to shed new light on the history of ccarectional education in

America (with a particular focus on vocational training) and on the implications of that
history for reform in con.ectional education in the 1990s. By revealing how present-day
philosophies, policies, and programs in the field originated and evolved, historical data
can clarify similarities and dissimilarities, as well as continuities and discontinuities

between the past and the present We can, for example, address questions such as the
following:

What are the origins of contemporary ideas about correctional education?
What is new about current reform ideas, and what is not?
How have educational programs been implemented in different prisons in
different time periods? When put into practice, have reform ideas lived up to

their promise? Are recent difficulties in implementing innovative programs
greater or lesser than in dm past?
How is the political and economic context for correctional reform today

different from the past? Are prospects brighter today for ttm resurgence of
vocational programs in correctional institutions?
To be sure, history rarely provides single or unambiguous answers to these kinds
of questions. Nonetheless, historical knowledge cmi mansform how we perceive modem-

day challenges in ccarectional education. By ranging widely over issues in both theory
441d practice, we hope to prod policymakers and practitioners to think in new ways and

perhaps even to refme or reformulate goals and methods in light of past experience. Our
goal is not so nurch to draw concrete "lessons," or to extract specific policy
recomnwndations from the historical data, as it is to stimulate informed and thoughtful
discussion about where the field has been and where it seems to be going.

This Note is in three sections. In Section 1, we identify some general tendencies in
the history of correctional education in the 19th and 20th centuries. Our arguments
derive mainly from several monographic studies that we conducted of northern and

southern prisons between the Civil War and World War IL We have chosen not to report
here the mass of detail contained in these studies and instead to accent several broad
conclusions that bear most directly on policy issues today.

2

In Section 2 and 3, we present a more systematic, although highly selective,
histoxy of correctional educatical between approximawly 1890 and 1960. We deal

primarily with developments in the state of New York, largely because the tate was in
the vanguard of penal experimentation during our period of investigation. Other states at
the time appear to have been both less adventuresome and less successful than New York

in putting an educational reform agenda for their prisons into operation. In Section 2. we
reinterpret the contributions of the famous prison superintendent, Zebulon Bmckway, to
correctional education in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the so-called Progressive

Era. In Section 3, via a case smdy of the New York State Vocational Institution between
the 1930s and the 1950s, we examine the enormous difficulties that have bedeviled even
the best-designed and well-intentioned of efforts to transform prisons into institutions of

vocational training.
Our reading cf trends and tendencies in correctional education does not leave us

optimistic about its future We ate led, instead, to emphasize the long-term constraints on
reform, many of which still appear to be operative today. If nothing else, cur research
suggests tim alvisability of greater candor regarding the proven potential of correctional
education to rehabilitate inmates, and increased political realism in assessing future
prospects for integrating vocational training into American prisons.
BRIGHT HOPES: RECENT REFORM 4DEALS AND POLITICAL REALITIES IN
CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION

The early 1990s seems an appropriate time to reflect on and reinterpret the history

of correctional education. Experience gained during the past decade in attempting to

foment major changes in correctional programming has been sobering. Not long ago.
prospects for innovation seemed bright. During the 1970s and early 1980s, proponents

often portrayed correctional educationand especially vocational trainingas a selfevident remedy for high recidivism, i.e., the failure of prisons to prepare inmates for law-

abiding civilian life. Vocational training, it was claimed, would relieve inmates of the
idleness that bred despair and riot, endow them with marketable skills to smooth post-

release employment, and, through cooperative arrangements with private industry,

drastically lower corrections costs. A number of major development: heralded the
optimistic outlook:
I.

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, via a scrics of
much-publicized hearings, helped build public and legislative support for
new approaches to vocational programming in correctional institutions.

2.

The U.S. Department of Education enhanced tt.1 status of the entire fleld by
creating a new Correctional Education Program unit.

3.

While still in office, the Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court,
the Honorable Watren Burger, lent his prestige to the cause by championing
vocational education as the key to inmate rehabilitation.

4.

Several important administrative and pedagogical experimentssuch as
"cotrectional school districts," collaborative post-secoulary education

pogram, and special education methods to aid handicapped inmate

learnersshowed early signs of success and gained a constituency among
corrections practitioners.
5.

Several distinguished criminologists, such as Norval Morris and Gordon
Hawkins, challenged the pessimistic tendencies expressed by their academic

colleagues during the 1960s and early 1970s ("nothing works"), and arbied
forcefully for the expansion of vocational training opportunities for inmates.
6.

Perhaps the most hopeful development was the Free Venture Project (funded

by the Law Enforc. ment Assistance Administration). It seemed to presage
and symbolize a new era in publielprivate parmerships in which effective.
up-to-date vocational programs for inmates would flourish in conjunction
with the rebirth of self-supporting prison industries.
As it turned out, the 1980s were an inauspicious era for innovation in vocational or

other forms of correctional education. Indeed, during the 1980sreflecting an
unprecedented consensus among spokespersons for both the political left and rightthe
very notion of "treaunent" in corrections came to be seen as intellectually bankrupt
Captured in its starkness by the term "selective incapacitation," the focus of policy was
mainly on whom to lock up, and for how long, instead of what to do with, or for, the
rapidly growing numbers of inmates once they were behind bars (inmate populations

more than doubled during the decade). Correctional education, in short, was largely
excluded from the main currents of prison reform during the 1980s.

Could historical knowledge have predicted this failure? Of course not: History is
not a predictive science. Yet it might have been helpful (albeit discouraging) to
recognize in advance that correctional education has thrived in the past only in the
context of a broader ideological consensus in favor of rehabilitation rather than

punishment as the primary purpose of incarceration. During the 1980s, this consensus
was probably farther from the mainstream of American correctional thinking than at any

4
time since the 1920s, when a series of "get-tough" ;vol.:cies were enacted to clamp down

on a Prolaitice-inspired "crime wave" (or so t/w cause of the "aime wave" was widely
perceived). Correctional education programs presuppose that the public is ready and
wining to smooth the readjustment of ex-convicts to a law-abLiing life centered on

productive labor. During the 1980s, however, opinion polls indicated that the American
public became increasingly hostile and suspect of all rehabilitative programs aimed at

reintegrating prisoners into the social mainstream. The period witnessed a virtual

"demonization" of prisoners in public opinion: A stark emphasis on prisoners'
destructive tendencies highlighted (often under the rubric of "career criminal") an
impassable moral and behavioral gulf that was alleged to separate them from law-abiding

citizens. Accentuated by the ever-rising portion of inmates who were from minority
groups, the drift of public opinion in the 1980s boded ill for correctional innovations that

were predicated upon widespread community acceptance of ex-convicts ftr the

vocational skills they brought back with them. The flints, in short, were surely not
optimal for innovation in correctional educatim.
Vocational magrams in prisons may be largely irrelevant during periods when the

climate outside the prison is so hostile. Leaders in correctional educaticai may have to
train their sights as much on changing the climate of opinion outside as inside the prison,
for it is the former upon which the acceptance of prison-based educational programs will
ultimately depend.
OBSTACLES TO REFORM: SOME TENDENCIES IN THE HISTORY OF
CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION

In addition to tracking changes in the political context for cotrectional reform,
historical inquiry can identify short- and long-term trends in policy design and

implementation. Detailed knowledge of this sort can help policymakers isolate some of
the constraints on programmatic innovation that need rust to be recognized, and then
overcome, before sustainable change is likely to take place. In the field of correctional
education, a number of entrenched policies and abiding implementation problems have
seriously retarded innovation during the past century.

The policy change that most profoundly affected correctional education was the
decision in the late 1801s and early 1900s to eliminate or severely curtail contract-driven

prison labor. Industrially based prison labor was once solidly established as the
pireminent means to occupy and facilitate the discipline of inmates during their
incarceration. These enterprises, it is key to recail, were sufficiently profitable to
eliminate corrections as a major government expenditure. Corrections has not always
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been the enormous drain on local, state, and federal treasuries that it has become in recent
years.

The dislodging of remunerative prison labor from tlx conectional system in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries was profoundly dislocative. This was the case not only
for the prisons in the north, with their elaborate factories ensconced within prison walls,
but also for the prisons in the south, where the labor routines centered (at least initia!ly)
on agricultural employments.

Thus, we emphasize that such modem-day advocates of a vastly expanded network
of prison industries as Quef Justice Warren Burger and Professor Gordon Hawkins
attempt mainly to reinstate a once-operative principle in American corrections, but
remain alert to the operational abuses that helped to undermine legislative tolerance for

prison labor toward the end of dm 19th century. From a historian's standpoint, ttus is a

unique policy effort a self-conscious attempt to selectively reinvent the past, while
learning from its mistakes, on temis that will be congenial to contenvorary
Following the demise of large-scale, profit-oriented prison industries, correctional

education advocates in the early 20th century went out of their way to portray vocational

training as a self-conscices alternedve to traditional prison industries or state-use
production schemes. From its origins, in other words, vocational training in prisons was
"sold" in value-laden ideological as well as educational terms. It was "good guys versus

bad guys": vocational education was cast as an either-or, inflexible substitute for, not a
modification or adjunct of, remunerative prison labor. Thus from the start, the policy

debatevocational education versus remunerative labor was starkly polarized.
Certainly this outcome is understandable, in light of the ugly exploitation that inmates

suffered under the brutal and unregubted contract labor anangements common in the
late 19th century. But the polarized rhetoric was also a simple function of politics: of
having had to fight fierce and frequent legislative battles to persuade one state after
another to eliminate the main source of financial solvency for its prison system.

The ideological polarization of correctional education has not served the best

interests of either peson inmates or the larger society. Too often, the debate over
vocational training has become precious and divorced from pragmatic financial

considerations. Indeed, it has sometimes seemed as if uonproductivity per se was an
ideological litmus test for "progressive" thinking about the goals and methods of

correctional education. Some advocates seem unwilling to accord educational legitimacy
to vocational training programs that involve any coordinatico with prison industries or

state-use rxduction. But how long can vocational training programs survive without a

I5
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real canmitment to sorm productive end products, whether ccganized as traditional
prison industries or not? Can prison administratcas really be expeued to sustain the
credibility of vocaticsial training programs for adults without providing genuine
opportunity to develop and apply practical &kills?'

While the credibility of prison-based vocational training may depend on its

incorporatim of production goals, a difficult dilemma is inevitably raised in proposing to

do so. The historical pattern sexms to be that tne effective, poductive utilization of
inmates' vocational skills prompts the creation of key constituencies outside of the
prisons (especially among legislators and in the corrections bureaucracy) who care more
about the products, and their remunerative value, than about preserving the integrity of

the training program itself. The history of correctional education suggests, in other
words, that there is an inherent tension between production and training goals: The better
the prisoners are at performing their work assignnwnts as a tesult of their training, the
more pressure is lately to be brought to bear on prison administrators to forego training

altogether and to produce more products. Thus, vocational education appears

intrinsically to be a highly unstable innovation in correctional institutionseven if, in the
first instance, implementation proceeds relatively smoothly.
A number of more subtle factors have also impeded the operationalization of

innovative correctional education programs. Perhaps the most intriguing (and saddest)
among these are the abiding conflicts between correctional educators and therapists
(mainly clinical psychologists and psychiatrists) in defining and implementing reform

agendas in American primes.
Battles for professional premgative undermined some of the most determined
efforts to make correctional education the central motif in prison reform in the 1930s,
1940s, and 1950s. The correctional educators were unprepared for this sort of turf battle.

Starting in the 1920s, they had sought to use psychology for their own purposes of
individualizing neaunent, i.e., determining which of several education programs best fit

an inmate's desires and capacities. They confidently expected to subordinate
psychological tools to distinctly educational purposes.
Leaders in correctional education assumed that the great majority of prisoners

were psychologically normal, however limited their intellectual attainments. As early as
1Our thinking on these subjects has been much influenced by Gordon Hawkins, "Prison
Labor and Prison Industries," in Michael Tonry and Norval Morris (eds.). Crime and Justice, Vol.
5, Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1983,85-125; Gordon Hawkins, The Prison. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press. 1976. Chapter 2; and Norval Morris. The Fu:ure of Imprisonment.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1974, Chapter 2.

t;
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the 1939s, however, prison therapists were becoming more and more professionally
autonomous from the educators. UnhIce the correctional educators, the intellectual
(nictitation of the therapists increasingly emphasized the differences, not the similarities,

between criminals and other bias. The therapists' growing interest in "personality," end
their proclivity to describe all variety of criminai behaviors as "pathology," represented a
fundamental chalkarge to the educators' conception of the prisoner as an undereducated

but essentially normal adult. The ascendancy of psychological over educational
approaches to the diagnosis and treatment of inmates (reinforced by the implicit challenge

to ewcational programs posed by Donald Clemm='s classic 1940 work on
"prismization") became obvious after World War IL This set the stage for very sharp
critiques of tfw entire philosophy and practice of correctional education (vocational or

otherwise). By the 1950s, as Professor Gordon Hawkins has argued, vocational
education had generally come to be viewed as one of several "naive" treatments that
would virmally disappear from the agenda of the corrections profession for an entire
generation.

Clearly, the origins and consequences of these professional conflicts within prison

walls merit attention. How to integate the goals of, or at least minimize the overt
conflicts between, therapists and educators so that the approach of the former does not
lead to the devaluation of :he latter remains an endemic behind-the-scenes problem with

great potential to frustrate innovation in correctional education. The built-in difficulties
need at least to be acknowledged. The sad reality is that there are precious few domains
today in which "experts" who have followed different paths in achieving professional
competence have worked cooperatively, on terms of equality, to deliver social services to

the same clientele. if history may serve as a guide, the therapists will have the initial
advantage over the educators and will seek to maintain it
We turn our attention now from broad reflections on the history of correctional
education, to two highly focused, empirically grounded inquiries into the origins and
implementation of vocational programs, primarily in the prisons of New York State,
between 1890 and 1960.

2.. ZEBULON BROCKWAY AND REFORM IN CORRECTIONAL. EDUCATION IN THE
PROGRESSIVE ERA

In Section 2, we advance two principal arguments in order to clarify some
misunderstandings about the introduction of vocational training into American prisons
around the nun of the century.
We will contend, first, that the contributions of' the pioneer vocational educator,
Superintendent Zebu Ion Brockway of the Elmira Reformatory, have been both under- and

overestimated in much of the scholarly literature. While Brockway's work certainly
remains relevant and a source of inspiration to workers in the field today, the reasons for
his relevance, we believe, are more complex and interesting than is generally understood.
Second, we will contend that however mach Brockway was admired by his fellow

penologists in the early 20th century, awl however widely trumpeted were the virtues of
vocational training, the reality was that vocationalism penetrated hardly at all into prison

administratim in the Progressive Era. Brockway's work represented not a triumphant
first step, but a false start toward more general correctional reform. As we shall indicate
in Section 3, the true "age of reform" in American correctional education occurred not in
the Progressive Era but during the unheralded era of the 1930s.
ZEBULON BROCKWAY AND THE ELMIRA REFORMATORY

In prior literature on the history of correctional education, Zebulon Brockway

stands out as the field's major icon, a towering figure whose contributions to both the
theory and practice of modern corrections at the Elmira Reformatory between 1876 and
1900 dwarf those c anyone else.

In our judgment, however, Brockway has suffered from the adulation of his
acolytes. In Daniel Boorstin's apt phrase, Brockway has become so "'well-known for his
well-knownness" that his ideas and practices have received insufficient eirpirical review.
Our analysis suggests a ner i to revise the conventional wisdom in a number of ways.
Our aim is not to challenge Brockway's stature in the field, but rather to locate his ideas
more clearly in the context of his times. At the same time, wc seek to clarify how his
efforts speak most directly to modern-day concerns in correctional education.
Brockway's true originality, in our estimation, lay not so much in his designing a
brand-new blueprint for correctional reform as in his extending upward to adult criminals
several programmatic innovations that had been developed earlier for juvenile

delinquents. This pertains especially to Brockway's advocacy of two key ideas:
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indeterminate sentencing and vocational education. The mid-19th century was a fertile
period for new thinking and instituticsal experimentation in the treatment of )ivenile
delinquents, both in Europe and America. The innovations that occurred then in juvenile
corrections embodied the key precepts that would later gain Brockway worldwide

celebrity when he applied them to young aduls at Elmira. In applying ideas that were
originally devised for juveniles to adults, Brockway did indeed establish an important

precedent for future reformers in correctional education. The percolating upward of ideas
from dr juvenile to the adult system has been a recurring characteristic of the change
process in American corrections.
Although the ideas may not have been original to him, the vocational programs
that Bmckway instituted set a new standard for correcticatal education in American

prisons. Again, however, some misunderstanding has attended this aspect of Brockway's
career. We need to root Brockway firmly in the late 19th, not in the late 20th century.
The common view of his ideas as proto-modem, and as providing an inspiration for
practitioners in the field today, has tended to distort understanding of how vocational
educatiem was first introduced to Elmira, how it was implemented, and how smoothly and

successfully it worked in practice. Even in the heyday of Elmira, the virtues of
vocational education were not always self-evident, even to Brockway.

The first point to recognize is that during the first half of his tenure at Emira,
vocational education was, in fact, not central to Brockway's conectional program. From
Elmira's opening in 1876 until 1889, vocational training was either nonexistent or

tangential to inmate work routines. As in the other major New York prisons at Auburn
and Sing Sing, work at Elmira was centered on contract-driven, factory-based production

of goods for the private market. Brockway shared a fundamental faith, with all 19th
century prison administrators, in hard work per se as the touchstone of discipline and

rehabilitation, regardless of its rote nature or relevance to civilian ernployment As he
observed in 1888: "There is not any proper education and test of character that does not

include training in industry."' Thus, it is incorrect to portray vocational education as

central to Brockway's original them- of conectional treatment. It is also incorrect to
view his later advcracy of vocation:: ducation as a rejection of industrial production,
whether for profit or institutional maintenance.
'New York State Reformatory at Elmira, Annual Report, cited in Zebulon Reed Brock ,ay,
Fifty Years of Prison Service: An Autobiography (orig. 1912; reprinto..11, Montclair. NJ: Path r .on
Smith, 1969), 268.
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Second, it appears thin when Brockway first introduced vocational education to
Elmira's prisoners in the 1890s, his motivation reflected less of a strong philosophical
preference than a necessary administrative adaptation in a period of histitutional crisis.
The roots of vocational programming at Elmira lay in a small manual training department
that Bmckway had created in the mid-1880s solely for inmates who were physically or
mentally incapable of efficient performance in the institution's industrial shops.
Brockway was led to expand the manual training department only when the New York

State legislature abruptly abolished contract labor in 1889. Elmira and the state's other
prisons were thrust into an unprecedented predicament over how to keep inmates busy.

Bmckway's solution was to mandate trade training for all otherwise idle prisontts.
Within a few years, t/w legislature responded to the protests of prison administrators and

restored factory employment as the central work routine in New York's prisons (although
now mainly on a state-use rather than a contract-labor basis). However, Bmckway chose
to retain tht expanded trade school and to make required vocational education the
hallmark of a revised disciplinary routine that would further distinguish Elmira and (he
hoped) other reformatories from traditional adult prisons.2

Thus, Brockway's great experiment in vocational education was limited to the last
decade of his administration at Elmira. He devoted enormous energy and
disproportionate resources to the vocational training program, not only offering inmates a
wide variety of related classroom instruction, but bringing in skilled tradesmen from the

surrounding communities to conduct most of the teaching and demonstration. Classes
were generally kept small (20 to 30 inmates). Upon entry to Elmira, inmates were
encouraged to state a trade preference, which was used in ccatjunction with interviews

and some rudimentary aptitude tests to determine placement Brockway did his best to
modernize training equipment and to derive the content of vocational programs from

civilian work requirements. Vocational training, in other words, had the express purpose

of qualifying inmates for post-release employment (By design, Elmira did not have to
deal with prisoners sentenced for long terms; this would effectively have precluded

scrim* training for outside employment)

Did vocational education at Elmira "worethat is, did it successfully inculcate
inmates with employment-ready skills, fwilitate their entry into the civilian work force,
and 1ea41 to lower recidivism rates? Certainly Brockway and his many supporters, then

and since, have thought so. We have not conducted the types of research that might
219.rockway. Fifty Years of Prison Service. 245.

enable us to subject the claims to empirical testing. However, we have identified a
number of atto'butes of the vocational program that, in our judgment, suggest its Me ly

limitations as rehabilitative tool and that raise doubts, too, about its utility as a model
for correctional educaticm today.

Brockway turned to vocational education with a vengeance, .equiring it of all

inmates and making it the key ladder to "succers," that is, to achieving a record of
performance that would lerKI (under indeterminate sentencing) to early release from

prison. Even staunch recent supporters of vocational programming have called attention

to the dubiousnesson both pnctical and ethical groundsof requiring prisoners to
participate, much less to perform well, in vocaticeal education, and of conditioning

release on successful performance, whether in dm classroom or in the shop. That
Brockway enforced such requirements seems incontrovertible: He formally used
classroom success as an index of "reformation" and thereby made the timing of release
contingent on the development of vocational ski11.3 Brockway's formal policy,
moreover, was to try not to parole an inmate unkss a job fur him had &treaty been

secured. Perhaps this policy resulted in only minimal extensions of sentence in good

economic thus; but one wonders what happened following the devastating depression of
the 1890s, when employment opportunities for parolees must have coutracted

substantially. Perhaps rust disconcerting, there is strong evidence that Brockwaywho
in 1894 was alleged as "guilty of unlawful, unjust, cmel, brutal, inhuman, degrading,

excessive and usual punigumnt of inmates, frequently causing permanent injuries and

disfigurements"went so far as to inflict Oysical beatings on those who progressed
slowly in their classwork.4
We have also uncovered a number of implementation problems that give a more

realistic cast to what actually went on at Elmira under Brockway. The institution's policy
of requiring trade education for all inmafts had the effect of grouping students of
radically diverse backgrounds, temperaments, and educational abilities into the same
classrooms. The result would appear to have been slow classroom progress for many

inmates and often chaotic classroom scenes. Exacerbating this problem was the
propensity of judges to send criminals to Elmira who, in Brockway's judgment, properly
belonged in other prisons with less ambitious rehabilitative goals. These included
3See especially New York State Boat of Charities, Tweniy-Eighth Annual Report. "Report
and Recommendations in the Matter of the Investigation of the New York State Reformatory at
Elmira," 354.
4lbid., 354-355.
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recidivists and older inmates; it was on their shoulders. Brockway claimed, that any

failures in his educational programs rested. implementation ptoblems went beyond
dealing with inappropriately assigned inmates, however, for by the mid-1890s Elmira

suffered fiom a severe overcrowding problem. Classroom instruction that might once
have been effective became increasingly difficult to conduct when Elmira's population
reached one-third over capacity.5

Finally, throughout Bmckway's decade-long experiment with vocatimal
education, the program was stionger in classroom instruction than in the practical
opportunities it offered inmates to test their new knowledge in productive work

assignments. This was not Brockway's faultas indicated earlier, the 1890s was a
period of major confusion and readjustment in New York's prisons as a result of the

curtailment of contract labor. But the effects of this policy change for as anbitious an

educational design as Btockway's were noneftless real: Vocational instruction tended
to be limited to "book knowledge" in occupations for which the institution could not .

supply up-to-date equipment or work assignments. No doubt it was true in the 1890s, as
in later years, that those who were len adept at school avidly sought the few required
industrial jobs that remained at Elmira. At least this way they would not have their

prospects for release conditioned on their proficiency in passing the damn. m-based
trade tests that Brockway relied upcsi to assess "reformation."6

One additional point regarding the place of vocaticual education in Brockway's

conectional philosophy: For all of the attention that Elmira's vocational programs
received at the time (and continue to receive today), they strike us, in retrospect, as one of
the least innovative of Brockway's many contributions.
We have already demonstrated that vocational education per se did not begin at

Elmira until the last decade of Brockway's superintendency. From the fast, however,
Brockway attempted to suffuse the reformatory's entire operation with systematic

educational putpose. More novel than the vocational course work was the wide array of
academic instruction that Brockway offered to inmates from the earliest years of his

administration. Brockway was familiar with the makeshift ways in which academic
education had been offered in 19th century correctional institutions: generally by guards,
chaplains, or fellow inmates and for short, irregular time periods under conditions that
were adverse to efficient learning. Instead, Brockway placed the academic programs (and
later the vocational programs) into the hands of professional, full-time teachers who were
51bid.. 365-366.

6New York State Reformatory at Elmira, Annual Report. 1925.41.
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drawn from the community. He piovided them with decent classrooms during regular
daylight hours so that the inmates might truly benefit from the instruction.
In addition, using private resources he secured from local philanthropists,
Brockway created an excellent library far imnates to use to supplement their formal

learning. He persuaded distinguished literary and artistic speakers to visit the
reformatory on a weekly basis so as to stimulate further the inmates' desire for cultural

and moral bettermenta kind of prison chautauqua Drawing upon the best of popular
health wisdom at the timewhich emphasized the importance of sound physical

conditioning to morality, self-esteem, and social successBiockway also created ancle
recreational facilities fGr the inmates. These facilities, he believed, would reinforce the

image he cultivated of Elmira as a new kind of quasi-collegiate institution for society's

educational failures. Finallyand part of a philosophical package that harkened back to
Thomas JeffersceBrockway began the nation's first inmate newspaper to provide an
outlet for the literary aspirations that the overall rehabilitative package sought to nurture.
In sum, Brockway's varied educational program for the rehabilitation of prisoners
surpassed in ambition and design any that had previously been contemplated in the field

of corrections (wiwther for juvenile or adult offenders). Rs. Brockway, vocational
training was just one component of a rehabilitative credo centered on Education, broadly

conceived. It was in the comprehensiveness of his educational vision, more than in the
vocational programs per se, that Brockway's originality truly displayed itself.
The relevance of Brockway's regime to current ideas for new program design in

vocational education is quite apparent In recent years, the field has come to recognize
the need for generating what Grubb et al. have called "models for integrating vocational

and academic education."7 Brockway concluded long ago that vocational instniction
alone would provide an insubstantial curricular end pedagogical base upon which to build
effective educaticnial programs in prisons.
ON PROGRESSIVISM, PENAL REFORM, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

We have systematically reviewed the policies and practices that shaped adult
correctional programs in the states of New York, Ohio, Massachusetts, Virginia, and

Texas in the Progressive Era. As several scholars have shown, during this period the
thetoric of vocationalism permeated all professional discussion in the fields of education

7W. Norton Grubb et aL, The Cunning Hand. The Cultured Mind': Models for
Integrating Vocational and Academic Education." National Center for Research in Vocational
Education, University of California, Berkeley. MDS-141, July 1991.
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and penology. We were therefore surprised to discover that innovation of any kind in

correctional educationvocational or otherwisewas virtually at a standstill in the
prison systems of these major states between 1890 and 1920. Educational programs
temained marginal at best, even in the spate of new "reformatories" that were created in

the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Brockway's exanvle at Elmira appears to have
little influenced mainstream correctional practice. And following Brockway's retirement,
even Elmira lost its worldwide reputation as a paragon of educational experimentation

Contrary to expectation, vocationalism simply did not thrive in tlx Propessive Era
prison.

The late 19th and early 20th centuries were periods of major adjustment for
American priscat administrators, as they snuggled to rearrange institutional routines to

adapt to the elimination or curtailment of contract labor. Still, our investigation revealed
far more continuity than change in the purposes and orgarlization of prism labor,

regardless of what= goods were being produced for the marketplace or for state use. In
the following pages, we briefly lay out the characteristics of these traditional prison work
patterns as they were manifested in the Progressive Era.

In the northern prisons, inmates worked in large industrial shops. Most shops were
mechanized, and prisoners were assigned to small tasks on the production line. This work
generally required little or no skill and minimal preparatory training.
A small number of industries dominated the shops of most northern prisons prior

to the elimination of contract labor. The top ten industries in 1886 were: boots and
shoes, clothing, stoves and hollow ware, harnesses and saddles, iron goods, furniture,

cooperage, carriages and wagons, bmoms and brushes, and cigars.8 Most prisons
attempted to concentrate large numbers of prisoners in shops, while establishing some

diversity of industries to avoid dependence on any one product In New York, which had
three main adult prisons (Clinton, Auburn, and Sing Sing), each institution specialized its

industrial production so that the prisons would not convete with one another.
Although contract labor gave way in northern prisons to the state-use system (or
some variant), the change appears to have had little effect on the kinds of work inmates

did. While several industries were eliminated, much of the new work was an extension
of older industries, albeit with a new client (i.e., the state). Even where there were major
additions of industries (as, for example, when Ohio required its penitentiary to produce
license plates and road signs), the impact was minimal on the level of skill that inmates
8Glen A. Gildemeister, Prison Labor and Convict Competition with Free Workers in
Industrializing America,184a-2890. New York: Garland Publishers. inc.. 1987. 54.
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needed for the task. One group of mass pmduction industries requiring unskilled labor

generally repliml :mod=
Teaching inmates well-rounded vocational skills for use after release was not a

serious camera of most prism administrators. Their principal concern was to prevent
idleness, especially during the frightening transition between the abolition of contract
labor and the adoption of the state-use system, when prison officials worried anxiously

about what to do with their charges (march them endlessly in military drill?). Prison
administrators gave little thought to the type of work inmates should do; at most, they

might to instill inmates with "work habits" that were appropriate to the new industrial

age. As mie superintendent concluded: "It seems obvious that the best way to fit him
[the prisoner] for hard work outside is to give him hard work inside."9
Nothing more was needed to teach "work habits" effectively, most prison officials

believed, than an efficient industrial shop where work tasks were pared to the mininnun
At Clinton prison, fee example, inmates were assigned machine-connolled, specialized
tasks so that "with few possible exceptions, any one of the processes of manufacture
could be learned by any one of average intelligence in one hour."10 The goal was to

"confine the men to one =chine or machines and to one process in order that what they
do and the way timy do it may be checked up by the machine itself..

the whole scheme

is to make 85 nearly as possible the task itself the boss."11

Every prison offered smile work assignments that were intrinsically more

interesting than others; these were generally distributed as part of the prison's reward

system. At Sing Sing prison, for instance, work in the print shop was reserved for "A"
men, i.e., first-time offenders and long-termers with good discipline records. Even in
these mare challenging assignments, however, the required skill level was generally
minimal so that formal vocational instruction was unnecessary to integrate inmates into

the work flow. Guards often doubled as shop foremen; overworked and low-paid as they
were, it seems doubtful that they could have served effectively as vocational instructors
even had they been given the opportunity.12

Prison industries not only provided inmates with little vocational orientation, they

also failed to replicate the work conditions eommon in civilian industry. Particularly
after the decline of contract labor, the problem for prison administrators was usually not
9New York State, Superintendent of Prisons, Anmial Report, 1913. 5.
10New York Times, "Clinton Prison at Darmemora," November 24,1895.25.
"New York State Prison Survey Committee, Report. 1920,204.
12New York State Commission of Prisons. Report of Committee on Indus:ries. 1913. 4-36.
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enough work for the inmates to do rather than too much; the overriding concern was "to
keep the men busy at something."13 As the superintendent of Auburn prison explained,
industrial output at his prism had not increased, even though his shops had been

modernized because of overcrowding: "We overman the shops to keep the men out of
mischief, instead of lucking them into their cells. In other words, the situation is simply
tiding over.14
At Sing Sing, prisoners usually worked only four to five hours per day. The
amount of labor each man performed was often reduced to maximize inmate

participation. At the brush factory, for example, inmates were assigned to operate two or
three machines, whereas in civilian life an operator doing comparable work would have

been assigned six. In the knit shop, the foreman alleged that it took four inmates to
accomplish the wcwic of one civilianaccording to other commmtators, this estimate Was
far too generous to the prisoners.15

If anything, prospects for vocational training may have declined in American

prisons over the course of the Progressive Era. This appears even to have been the case at
Elmira, where vocational education came to be treated as a reward for a lucky few rather

than, as under Brockway, the raison d'étre of the institution's entire organization of work.

Those formate enough to receive vocational schooling were now required, in a sense, to
"compensate" fir the privilege by performing a half day's maintenance work for every

day spent in vocational classroom By the end of the 1920s, Elmira had dissipated the
distinctive reputation Brockway had earned for it. In New York, as elsewhere, the very

notion of a "reformatory" had become an anachronism Aside from the slightly lower
age profiles of their inmates, there was now little to distinguish the reformatories, in
intent or in practice, from the mass of adult prisons.
During the Progressive Era, one notable, if short-lived, effon to introduce
vocational instruction into the work routines of adult prisons merits brief notice; we refer
to the efforts of the prison reformer Thomas Mon Osborne during his brief tenure as
superintendent of Sing Sing prison during the 1910s.
A brief experiment in vocational instruction at Sing Sing had actually preceded

Osborne's arrival. In 1897, the superintendentfearing the effects of unrelieved idleness
on inmates during an awkward point in the transition from contract labor to state use13New York State Prison Survey Committee, Report, 162.
14New York State Crime Commission. Subcommittee on Penal Institutions, Hearings.
September 10, 1928.
15New York State Commission of Prisons, Report. 14.
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cabinetmalcing. An ilformal assessment indicated that these classes were popular with
).he inmates, and that tht work they produced was quite competent But the experiment
was hardly begun 77e1 Mt it was brought to an end, as new employments were found for

inmates to produce ilulustrial goods needed by other state institutions.16

When Osborne became superintendent, he immediately introduced a variety of
vocational classes. The classes (unlBte those at Elmira) were entirely voluntary and

offered only at night. They were designed to be supplemented by civilian correspondence
courses, for which the inmates were encouraged to sign up at prison expense. A large
contingent of inmates was soon enrolled in conrses on barbering, telegraphy, cutting and

designing, bricklaying, carpentry, and architecnue."
The popularity of these courses notwithstanding, Osborne was rebuffed in his

appeal to the state legislature to expand the inmates' ability to participate in them. Soon,
Osborne himself was forced out of the superintendency in a major political battle. The
vocational courses struggled for survival for srweral years under sponsorship by the
inmates themselves before dying out.

The glimmer of interest which inmates at Sing Sing showed in vocational
education clearly did not impress most prison administrators, state legislators, or the
various citizen groups who were periodically asked during the Progressive Era to review

programs and ccaditions at state prisons. Indeed, the more that outsiders studied prisons

and fink* inhabitants, the mote pessimistic they tended to beconobuttressed by the use
of intelligence and outer rudimentary psychological testsregarding inmates' ability to
benefit from correctional education of any kind. An outside review committee at Clinton
prison, for example, left little doubt about prospects for introducing vocational instruction

there: "The men at Clinton have not the mental ability to learn a skilled trade."I8
Other commentators insisted that inmates simply were uninterested in vocational

training and regarded it as an imposition. Most inmates preferred farm work, claimed the
superintendent of Elmira, because they "like to go out to get tanned up, so that when they
come back to the City they can say they have been out to the country, or Coney Island,

for the summer."I9 Even a unique prison survey that showed that three of five inmates

did in fact want vocational trainingbut in a &afferent area (especially auto mechanics)
16Sing Sing Prison, Annual Report, 1897.
"New York State Superintendent of Prisons. Annual &port. 191(i. 1917, 1918.
18New York State Prison Survey Committee, Report, 204.
19New York State Crime Commission bearings, 97.
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from the one in which they were currently workingcould not shake the ccaventional
wisdan of Angtessive Era prison officials that vocatimal education was both a luxury
they could not affird and one that the inmates did not particularly want, As one group

concluded its review of prisoners' capacity for vocational training: "Men who are
laborers have never had the mental ability or vocation interest to be anything else or
otherwise they would never have been laborers."20

In sum, not even in rhetoric, much less in practice, did the Progressive Era mark a
significant turning point in the attention given to correctional education in general, or

vocational training in particular, in adult prisons. The vitality of the Progressive
movement in the political arena appeared to have little direct or indirect impact on the
American correctional system in the early 20th cenntry.
20New York Prison Survey Committee. Report. 170-171.
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3. THE AGE OF REFORM iN AMERICAN CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION:
THE SURPRISING 19305

If the field of correctional education ever had a heyday, it was in the 1930s. We
did not know this when we began our historical inquiry into correctional education.

Indeed, we not only surmised that the Prcgressive Era was the most likely, but that the
Great Depression Era was the lea.st likely to have seen iimovative vocational
Programming-

For one, Brockway's great experiment at Elmira was long over; there were no
working "models" to which advocates of vocational education could point to substantiate

their beliefs. For another, it was improbable that the tight government budgets during the
Depression Era would be stretched to accommodate vocational programs. On the
contrary, prisons would probably have been run with a vengeance "on the cheap," which
meant keeping inmates as busy as possible on state-use production and institutional-

maintenance chores. Furthermore, we knew from prior scholarship that the 1920s hai
been a "get-tough" period in American criminal justice. Responding to the widespread
perception that crime was more rampant, rmdom, and destructive than ever, lawmakers
throughout the nation sought to toughen penalties for criminals and to assert the primacy

of retribution and deterrence as the ok*cts of Imprisonment. The celebration of
retribution rather than rehabilitation within the criminal justice community did not lay a
political foundation for reform in correctional education.
Nonetheless, we were led to investigate further because of the publication in 1931
of Austin MacCormick's The Education of Adult Prisoners,1 a book long ago elevated to
the status of a "classic" in aiminology, yet neglecr.4 and virtually unread (except by

devoted practitioners) for the past 40 years. Who was Austin MacCormick? Why did he
write The Education of Adult Prisoners at this seemingly inauspicious moment for
correctional innovation? How influential were his educational ideas on the theory and

practice of prison administration in his own time?
As it turned out, these questions led us to uncover an intriguing reform movement
in the history of American corrections that has gone largely unchrmicled by scholars, but
which is, in fact, key to understanding the origins of the modem-day field of correctional
1Austin MacCormick, The Education of Adult Prisoners: A Survey and a Program, orig.
1931: reprinted by New York. NY: AMS Press, 1976.
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educatiou. At present, we can only chart the broad outlines of :he subject as a whole. We
have chosen two foci to guide our preliminary investigation.
First, we examine the ideas of the acknowledged leader of the reform movement,
Austin MacCormick, and the agenda for correctional education that he articulated,

popularized, and attempted to implement in the 1930s and 1940s. Second, we move from
the realm of ideas to their being put into operation by detailing one concrete effort to

implement the MacCormick reform agenda: the creation in 1935 of the New York State
Vocational Institution. Our case study analysis does not pretend to comprehend the entire

correctional education nmement, not even in New York State, much less in other states.
But New York State, as argued earlier (page 2), is an excellent locale in which to begin

empirical inquiry, because it was nationally recognized in the mid-1930s as being among
the penological vanguani in its readiness to experiment with new rehabilitative programs.
If the MacCormick agenda ran into serious operational difficulties in New York, there is
every reason to believe that it met comparable or greater obstacles in other states, where

political support for penal experimentation had shallower roots. We leave entirely
unexplored the impact of new ideas in correctional education on the federal prison
system, where MacCormick himself played a major role as both institution superintendent
and system administrator.
CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION AND THE ORIGINS OF PENAL REFORM IN NEW
VORK IN THE 1930s

In the history of American corrections, the people who are usually least happy
about "get-tough" laws, whiel, mandate longer sentences for inmates, have been the

prison wardens. Following the introduction of the Baumes Laws in New York, the

wardens' discretion with mard to the release of prisoners was diminished, the prisoners
newly sentenced to longer terms were resentful and unusually hostile, and the prisons

became severely overcrowded. The superintendent of Clinton prison forewarned about
the likely results:

While! am heartily in accord with both the letter and the spirit of the socalled Baumes Laws, it is apparent to every far-seeing individual connected
in any way with the penal institutions in New York state that the longer
sentences imposed by these laws have a ter lenc y to make the problem of
discipline in the institutions under the control of the Department of
Correction much more difficult. It would appear to me that this condition
will evenmally precipitate a crisis in Clinton prison, although I have done
everything possible to prevent serious trouble of any kind. . . . When the
ineviti7le trouble does come, we will be prepared, and trust that, with the
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aid of machine guns, cyclone fences, etc., we will be able to handle the
situation in a satisfactory matmer. 2

A year later, the predicted trouble enipted at Clinton prison. An inmate riot led to
the burning of three buildings, the sabotaging of the power plant, and the killing of three

prisoners who attempted to escape. Riot also overtook Auburn prison and resulted in the
destruction of nearly all of the prison industries. A second and more serious riot followed
soon aftrward in which eight inmates and the chief security guard were killed, and the
warden was held hostage for several hours.

In direct response to these prison riots, the wisdom of recent penal policies came

under serious review by lawmakers. In 1930, Governor Franklin Roosevelt appointed a
blue-ribbon panel (the Lewisohn Commission) to assess the future of prison
administration in the state.

New Yotk's situation was not entirely unique. By the late 1920s, discontent with
the overtly custodial and punitive goals of American prisons and the fear that longer

sentences and overcrowding could breed prison riots were natters that received

increasing attentim by lawmakers in many states. These concerns were fed by the
publications and presentations a the National Society for Penal Information (NSPI), a
small gtoup of prison reformers based in New York City who sharply criticized
corrections administrators for their indifference to educational and other rehabilitative
programs for inmates. The NSPI was headed by Thomas Mon Osborne, the deposed
reformist superintendent at Sing Sing prison.
Osborne's crusade at the NSPI to challenge the correctional status quo enjoyed

considerable financial support from fix Carnegie Corporation. In the 1910s and 1920s,

the Carnegie Corporation was perhaps the nation's most influential catalyst for
educational reform It was also a leading proponent of the dual ethos of "science" and
"professionalism" as the only sound intellectual bases on which to effect long-lasting
institutional change, whether in schools, hospitals, or prisons. In addition to funding the
NSPI, the Carnegie Corporation supported the pioneering work of the American

Msociation of Adult Education (AAAE). Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, the AAAE
sought to extend the reach of educational opportunity to adults with tnmcated school
backgrounds, to upgrade the quality of instructional materials and pedagogical methods

desivied specifically for adults, and, more generally, to help "adult education" achieve
professional recognition as a bona tide educational specialty.
2Clinton Prison. Annual Report, 1928.
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The genesis of Austin M=Cormick's exhaustive study of correctioral education
lay at ine interfax of dm activities of these two foundation-subsidized reformist
organizations. In 1928, with joint sponsorship from the NSPI and the AAAE, the
Carnegie Corporation hired MacCormick as a consultant to conduct the most
comprehensive survey ever undertaken of educational programs for adults in American

prisons. Although much of what he had to say was evident in earlier publications of the
NSP1, The Education of Adult Prisoners established MacCormick as the nation's leading

authority on correctional education. Following Osborne's death, MacCormickwho
remained professicatally active until the 1970sachieved recognition as perhaps the
foremost theorist/practitioner in American penology since Zebulon Brockway.

Like many ostensibly revered but mainly unread "classics," The Education of

Adult Prisoners has suffered from its early celebrity in two principal ways. Frst, there
has been little serious analysis of the substance of MacCormick's ideas, or of their

potential relevance for correctional educators tcday. Fewy,tactitioners aprear to have
read him. MacCormick tends to be hailed mainly for :as observation that there were in
the 1920s no educational programs in American prisons worthy of the name, rather than

for his own substantive prescriptions on how to reshape correctional education. Second,

although MacCormick ha; been dutifey honored by modern-day practitioners of
correctional education, just what it wns that he accomplished, or at least tried to

accomplish, remains virtually unknown. He his been viewed men as a critic and unsung
hero than as a systematic organizer and thoroughly engagtd participant in a hard-fought
campaign to effect major institutional change in the 1930s and 1940s. In our judgment,
neither of these perspectives does justice to MacCormick. More importantly, neither
provides a modem-day vantage point hum which to asSeSs MacCormick's ideas per se,
their influence during his own time, or their long-term interest for the field of correctional
education.

Three important sets of influences shaped Austin MacCormick's approach to
correctional education. Most concrete was the personal impact of Thomas Mon Osborne.
Even as an undergraduate at Bowdoin College, in Maine, MacCormick had viewed

Osborne's exploits at Sing Sing in heroic terms and had written his senior thesis on

Osborne's penological ideas. Shortly after his graduation, MacCormicken-iulating

Osborne's prior exploitshad himself committed anonymously to a prison in order to
understand the inmate's predicament firsthand. Following World War I, OsbOrne and
MacCormick spent several years together administering the United States Naval prison in

Portsmouth, New Hampshire. It was through Osborne that MacCormick, then a professor
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at Bowdoin, originally came to the Carnegie Corporation's attention in the mid-1920s.
The NSPI hired MacCormick to undertake several preliminary surveys of conditions in
American correctional institutions for inclusion in a series of handbooks on prisons which

were Fiblished by the NSP1. These surveys laid the conceptual groundwork for the more
comprehensive research MacConnick would later undertake for The Education of Adult

Prisoners.
Osbome's impact on MacCormick's ideas and career was profound. MacCormick
inherited directly from Osborne at least three basic beliefs: First was his view that most
adult criminals were victims, in equal measure, of their vocational inability and their

asocial attitudes. Second was his strong but tenvered faith in the inmates' capcity for
self-transformationnot through punishment but through education, very broadly

conceived. Thirdan idea that Osborne had assimilated as a young staff nwmber in the
1890s at the George Junior Republic, an innovative private reform school in upstate New

Yorkwas MacCormick's commitment to the practice of inmate self-governance in
order to prepare prisoners for social adjustment after release. (Interestingly, Osborne's
and MacCormick's faith in inmate self-governance turned cot to have almost no imprwt
on conectional reform efforts in the 1930s, largely because the prison riots in New York
were rather widely, if superficially, attributed to prisce-sponsored inmate gangs
masquerading as self-help organizations.)
MacCormick's views were shaped more formally by the educational ideas he
encountered at Teachers College, Columbia University, from which he obtained a

Master's degree in 1916. There he came under the dual influences of the two titans of
"scientific" educational reform in early 20th century America, Edward Thorndare and
John Dewey. From the former he intemalizeti a lifelong commitment to the principle of
"individualization," which ht.. translond into the use of psychological instiuments to
"diagnose" inmates' needs, desires, and innate capacities in ()trier to provide them with

finely calibrated opportunities for iehabilitation. From the latwr he absorbed the
essentials of the early 20th century "progressive education" movement. Two articles of

faith in that movement were especially important to MacCormick First, the pedagogical
principle of "learning by doing," and second, the democratic view that "culture," rather
than an elite preserve, could and should be made accessible to all because of its

inherently life-enhancing, morally uplifting qualities (the Deweyan notion of
popularization without vulgarization).
It may also have been at Teachers College that MacCormick learned to think of
himself not simply as a professional educator, but as an adult educator. This distinction
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carried considerable meaning at the time. In the early 20th century, as suggested earlier,

the field of adult education experimed tremendous expansitm and popularity, due in
large measure to incorporating into the entergise new bodies of more utilitarian
knowledge, modern instructional methodologies, and a wider clientele. The activities of
the NSPI and the AAAE were intertwined at the Carnegie Corporation. MacCormick
hinuelf, through both his schooling and his work experience, embodied both of these
perspectives. From these several streams of influence, MacCormick formulated a

seemingly innocuous pixlagogical principleprisoners should be viewed as adults in

need of education, not as criminals in need of reformand transformed it into a powerful
critical perspective from which to rethink both the purposes and methods of correctional
education.

MacCormick's ideas were widely shared by those in a position to reshape prison
policy in New York, This was evident in the work of the Roosevelt-appointed Lewisohn
Commission (referred to earlier), and also in the work of its successor, the Commission to
Study the Problems of Education in Penal Institutions for Ymith (the Engelhardt

Commission), which was appointed by Governor Herbert Lehman in 1933. Both of these
commissions issued numerous reports that reexamined programs and policies in New

York's prisons from an educational petspective. Most interesting for our purposes, the
commissions proposed a variety of concrete changes in prison administration that were
designed to implement, fairly faithfully, MacCormick's "'progressive education" vision.
The Lewisohn and Engelhardt commissions brought into being a remarkable, long-lived
coalition between public and private agencies (including foundations, which subsidized
several programmatic experiments) to stimulate and oversee the pror...ss of prison reform.

Perhaps more remarkably, several commission members actually went to work in the
prisons during the 1930s and afmrward to try to translate the new educational ideas into

practice. Although MacCormick himself was only minimally involved in these ventures
(he was mainly busy during the 1930s superintending a federal prison of his own in
Chillicothe, Ohio), he kept in close contact with the New York reformers and considered
t%eir experiments as among the nation's boldest in their attempts to transform
ecnventional penological philosophy and practice.

Four basic ideasall of which were consistent with, if not identical to,
MacCormick'sinformed the changes that the Lewisohn and Engelhardt commissions
tried to effect in New York's prison system. The first idea had two interrelated parts: a)
that almost every prisoner could benefit from a well-conceived educational program, and
b) that it was possible, even in a prison, to tailor educational programs to meet individual

needs. As the Lewisdm Commission wrote: "The keynote of the educational process is
that of individual training rather than miss treatment. Each inmate is considered to be a
distinctive perscmality with needs peculiar to hinnelf and capacities which should be
carefully studied and developed to the utmost."3

The optimism that flowed naturally from this approach was apparent in how the
Engelhardt Commission, compared to a predecessor group that had surveyed New York's

inmates in 1920, assessed the potential clientele for conectional education. The earlier
gtoup had concluded that only 20% of the inmates could benefit substantially from
formal educational programs; the Engelhardt Commission, by contrast, put the figure at
65%.4

A second key element in die thinking of New York's prison reformersone

obviously related to their emphasis on ludividualization"was the belief that it was
both possible and necessary to identify and segiegate different types of inmates. The
desire for better classification systems was certainly not a new one in the 1930s, but
prison reformets in New York State made one of the most concerted efforts to realize this

goal. By 1940, the state had constructed five new facilities, each specialized in one way

or another. For example, Attica, a maxim= security facility, showed the least
commitment to edwationdi programs: the New York State Vocational Institution, for
young offenders ages 16 to 19, stressed vocational training in the context of a more

broadly conceived program of educational resocialization. Wallkill was for men ages 16
to 30 who could be "trusted in a relatively open environment and .

.

profit from a special

program of rehabilitation based upon educational training . . men who might be called

'accidental' criminals, men who have violated the law, but whose home ties were
sufficiently strong to make them want to get this incident in their career behind them and
get back into society."5

A third key component of the reform ideology was the concept that for education
to be maximally effective in rehabilitating inmates, a common purpose had to infuse the

entire prison "curriculum." The several components of the institutional regimen, in other
words, had to be made consonant with one another. This had not often been the case in
3Commission to Investigate Frisco Administration and Construction (Lewisohn
Commission), A Preliminary Report on an Educational Project at Elmira Reformatory, New
York, 1933,25.
4New York State Department of Correction, Division of Education, Annual Report, 19381939,50.
New York State Department of Correction. Correction and the Young Offender in New
York State, West Coxsackie, New York: New York State Vocational Institution, 1960.15.

3
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American prison administration: Wodr, education, recreation, moral instruction, etc. had

all been conceived as separate activities without serious concern for integration. A
piegram foinded upon "'Regressive education" principles, however, would keep the

"whale man" in view. Every aspect of the prisoner's experience ideally would
contribute to the same educational goals: The prisoner was to be kept in a constant state
of learning and resocialization.

This general idea acquired more specific =ening when it was applied te the
organization of prison work and to restructuring the relationship between work and

academic and vocational training. Vocational education, the Engelhardt Commission
stressed, could not be confmed to shop instruction alone, but had to be supplemented by
other educational experiences that would enrich and extend what was learned in shop.

"All education' activities contribute in varying degrees to the vocational objective," the
Comnission wrote. "The ability to speak correct English, write a well-worded
applieation for a job, manifest an intelligent and unbiased attitude toward the problem of
capital and labor, all contribute to vocational preparedness."6

The fmal and most amorphous component of the reform ideology involved what

MacCormick and the commissions termed "social education." This was to be both an
explicit objective of formai classroom instruction, and an implicit lesson conveyed by the

entire institutional regimen. At its most basic, "social education" meant instilling in
inmates a respect for rules and a clear understanding of the inmate's relationship to

institutional authority figures. Peace, harmony, and deferen.e to those in charge of the
prison were clearly prerequis'Aes for the entire educational program. But these comrol

objectives do net adequately convey dm reach of the reformers' ambitions: The
reformers were confident that they could transform the prisoner's entire sense of self, and
his relationship to family, community, and the larger social order.

To the Engelhamit Commission, for example, "social education" =ant "those

educational activities, direct or indirect, which have as their ma* objective the
development of skills, understandings, and attitudes which will increase the individual's

ability to live acceptably in his social envirenment"7 For the Lewisohn Commission,
the most fundamental goal of "social education" was "the growing awareness on the part
of the inmate that there is an organized community working for a common good, directed
6The Commission for the Stuey of the Educational Problems of Penal Institutions for
Youth [Englehardt Commission). Report to His Excellency Governor Herbert H. Lehman. Albany:
1. B. Lyon Company, 1937. 73-74.
7Ibid., 21, 72.
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in many instances by men of upstanding character, knowledge and skill, and that he, too,

can become part of the general scheme."8 Linking the inmate =wally and morally to
the body politic was essential to counteract the asocial attitudes that most prisoners had
internalized since childhood. Criminals, the reformrs believed, were to be pitied more
than scorned far their indifference to social norms. As the Lewischn Commission

observed: "The delinquent boy . . . has always considered himself above and apart from
the conumnity and he has lost his perspective as to his zelationship it.,"9 It was
perhaps MtwCormick, though, who most forcefully articulated the ains of "social
education" and clarified its Deweyan philosophic roots. The aim, he insisted, was not to
elicit from inmates abject or mechanical obedience but, rather, "confonnity with

understanding." "Only when the individual knows what his proper relation to the social

order is and wishes to assume it, is he socialized.")
In sum, it is clear that prison refcaners in 1930s New York conceived of

conectional education in bold and liberal terms. Training for productive employment
was at its core, but the vocational program was enhanced by, and integrated with, an

ambitious curriculum in academic and civic education. Vocatimal programming per se
did not dominate the reform agenda. Prison reformets in the 1930s built upon the
innovations championed earlier by Zebulon Brockway, although they refined and

elaborated Brockway's ideas by integrating them with those of the Dewey-inspired

"progressive education" movement Conectional education today, with its dual
vocational and exademic foci, took initial shape during the Great Depression at the

interface between ambitious reform agendts in penology and education.
INTEGRATING VOCATIONAL AND ACADEMIC OBJECTIVES: 'ME
IMPLEMENTATION EXPERIENCE AT THE NEW YORK STATE VOCATIONAL

iNsTrnmoNo 1935-1960

The impact of the Lewisohn and Engelhanit commissions on New York prison

reform in the 1930s was direct and immediate. Through the commissions'
recommendations to the state legislature, new ideas in correctional education were put to

the testto greater and lesser extentin a variety of institutional settings. Correctional
innovation centered on the development of new programs in vocational, academic, and
social education, and embraced both the adult and juvenile branches of the state's penal
network.
8Lewisohn Commission, Preliminary Report. 1933, 12.
91bid., 24.

°Austin MacCormick, 7.
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The two initial showcases of penal reform were the old, but tarnished stalwart of

correctional innovatior, Elmira, and the newly established prism at Wallkill, which
contained the stare's most anthitiously experimental and well-developed educaticeal
program. But significant innovations were also introduced at Clintcm and, toward dm end

of the 1930s, at Auburn, Sing Sing, and Anica prisons as well. The showcase of reform
for juvenile offenders was the newly opened fwility at Warwick, to which the bulk of the

offenders in the dilapidated New York House of Refuge on Raidall's Island were
transferred in 1932. In between the juvenile and adult institutions fit the New York State
Vocational Institution, which opened in 1935.
As its official name indicated, the Vocaticaull Institution represented a self-

conscious attempt to center correctional innovation an the perceived occupational
deficiencies of young adult offenders. To be sure, the meaning of "vocational education"
in the correctional arena was never singular or self-evident. As one commentator
observe& "The term vocational education has been applied to everything from hard

repetitive labor tv corresmidence courses in no way connected with the innate's past or

current vocational experiences." Just what vocational education might mean in practice
at Coxsackie was, in fact, quite problematic. The first superintendent had been imported
directly from Randall's Island, where the purported "vocational" program had amounted
to little but maintenance work to keep the deteriorating institution erect in its fmal years.

Nonetheless, the oppornmity to chart an original pull in vocational education was
presumably much brighter in a facility that did not have to adapt to a preexisting prison

structure and program. And the New York prism reformers were quite clear about
foimulating a vocational education ideal in which, in classic Deweyan fashion, social and

cultural learning undergirded and gave meaning to rote work skills. The reformers may
not have succeeded in implementing their ideas in a correctional setting, but they did not
lack a vision of what an integrated program of vocational and academic education ought
to look like.

Popularly known as Coxsackie (it was located just south of Albany in West

Coxsackie), the Vocational institution was targeted at delinquent and criminal youth

between the ages of 16 and 19. The age guidelines reflected the Lewisohn Commission's
belief that "16 years should be the line of cleavage between the juvenile and adult

offender, but

.

.

that the youths from 16 to 19 years of age should be considered as a

11Walter M. Wallack et al. (eds.), Correctional Education Today: First Yearbook of the
Committee on Education of the American Prison Association. New York: American Prison
Association. 1939. 206.
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special group and not committed to the ordinary institutions in the Department of

Correction where they would be in close c 'rasa with more experienced criminals."12
According to the New York State Department of Correction, Coxsackie would serve as "a
place separate and apart from mature criminals, or those experienced in crime, or of a

vicious or at least disturbing nature and disposition." Rather than being carefully selected
to fit these criteria, however, the first group of inmates were, in actuality, mainly the

"leftover" 16 to 19 year olds who had remained on Randall's Island following the transfer
of younger delinquents to Warwick in 1932)3
Between 1935 and 1960, Coxsackie embodied, at best, an imperfect
implementation of the ideas and practices championed by the prison reform commissions.
From the start, a number of extraneous factors constrained innovation and set substantial

limits to how faithfully the MacQxmick vision would be tested. In addition, the
educational program, once in operation in its vocational, academic, and social
dimensions, was a good deal less implessive in practice than the pedagogical theory

which underlay it. The following analysis of Coxsackie generally eschews chmological
precision and seeks, instead, to highlight a variety of endemic problems that the
institution officials experienced ;a attempting to implement its novel program design.

The Setting for Penological Reform at Coxsackie
Perhaps inevitably, Depression Era financial stringencies undercut the reformers'
hopes for a model facility in which to implenwnt their correctional pogrom. Complaints

about the physical plant were persistent from the start Half of Coxsackie's initial group
of 500 inmates lived in vast, cheaply built, open dormitories rather than the planned
individual cells. This arrangement, for reasons that were not openly acknowledged, bred
great dissatisfaction among the dormitory boys, who badgered the staff with requests for
transfer to the cells blocks; it also compounded the supervisory difficulties of the
guards,14

More directly relevant to the educational program was the failure to construct any

son of school building. "A year's experience with 12 classes scattered over the
Institution in 12 unconnected and small rooms has demonstrated the fact that the
educational work cannot be properly supervised under existing conditions," the
12New York State Department of Correction, New York State Vocational Institution: Its
History, Purpose, Makeup and Program, 6.
13Ibicl., 7.

"New York State Vocational Institution (NYSVI), First Annual Report, 1936, 6.
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superintendent observed.15 A school building was finally erected in 1940, along with a

new wing that increased inmate capacity by 50%. However, no parallel expansion of
dining halls, offices, or workshops accompanied the growth of the inmate population.
Administrators never tired of venting their fnistrations that the institution was too
overcrowded or underbuilt to provide an optimal setting for correctional innovation.

The inmates at Coxsackie were also not quite as "innocent" of criminal activity as
the Lewisohn and Engelhardt Commissions had assumed when devising the institution in

the first place. After the initial transfer of prisoners from the House of Refuge, most new
commitments to Coxsackie arrived by direct sentence from judges throughout the stale.
Although hard-core, mentally deficient, or psychologically unstable offenders were not
supposed to be sent to Coxsackie, judges in fact enjoyed considerable latitude in selecting

its clientele. They could commit any male between 16 and 19 found guilty of a
misdemeanor or a felony (unless punishable by death or life imprisonnwnt), or who was

determined to be a vagrant, a "delinquent," or a "wayward minor." Clearly, there was
potential for a highly diverse inmate population (the mean age at admission was around
17.4).

The offense profile of the inmates changed little during Coxsackie's first ten years.
(After 1945 it is impossible to classify inmates by offense because a large portion were

simply designated as "youthful offenders.") Most were convicted of crimes rather than
status offenses: They were mainly property offenses such as petit larceny and burglary
rather than personal offenses such as assault and robbery. Around one-tenth were
committed as "wayward minors," New York City youth accounted for about one-half,
and blacks for about one-quarter of the inmate population.

Thus, Coxsackie was not an institution of first resort for most offenders. Only
16% of the 587 new arrivals in 1938, for example, were committed after their initial

arrest in contrast, 15% had been arrested four times prior to their commitment. Forty
percent of the inmates, moreover, had prior institutional experience at such public and
private reform schools as Warwick, the State Agricultural and Industrial School, the New

York Catholic Protectory, and the Children's Village, as well as at diverse county jails)6
Institutional officials especially resented the size of this last group, whose presence

created the "most baffling problems":

15Ibid.

16See NYSVI,. Annual Reports, 1936-1939.
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They have been repeatedly tried by other agencies and institutions where
they have failed, and are finally committed hem where we again enter them
into a training program When this institutbn and its program were
originally planned, it was on the basis that there should be an institition in
this State where the young delinqinnts who may be rehubilitated, could be
benefited by a well rounded program of vocational, academic, health and
recteaticsial education. By &else] commitments . . we have been sericusly
handicapped in the development of mir program. It is my sincere hope vhat
the courts in making subsequent commitments to this institution will give
careful consideration to the purpose for which this institution was
established and by so doing make better selections of their cases.17
At least as baffling were the nagually deficient, or "feebleminded" inmates whom

the courts regularly committed to Conackie. While these young men surely needed help
from the state, argued institution officials, Coxsackie's ambitious educational program

was simply beyond their runited capacities. On the basis of the Stanford-Binet test.
Coxsackie's resident psychologist believed 21.7% to be "feebleminded," and blamed the
courts for not exercising nr he discrimination before committing them because they
undermined the institution's distinctive educational mission.
The courts could serve as sieves and prevent this great influx of poor trade
material into a vocational machine that is equipped to utilize only the
normal and the teachable. Were the courts to bc furnished with
psychological services that would enable the judge to direct the
feebleminded criminal elsewhere, this institution would mon nearly
approach its function of teaching every boy a trade that he may use in later
life as a honest means of earning a living. 18
Initially, Coxsackie tried to resolve this problem by transferring inmates it
classified as "feebleminded" to the State Institution for Defective Delinquenm at

Naponoch. However, the use of this safety valve only seemed to induce the courts to
send even larger numbers of mentally deficient offenders to the institution. When
Naponoch said it would take no more transfers, the Coxsackie psychologist became quite

discouraged. He therefore proposed, as a matter of necessity, to adapt the educational

program to the "feebleminded" clientele. "We can neither ignore this group nor expect it
to conform to standards we have set up for the normal boy," he argued. "The only
solution appears to be an early reorganization of the shop and teaching programs so that
these individuals will be met at their own levels."19
17NYSVI. Third Annual Report, 1938, 5.
38NYSV1, First Annual Report, 1936, 5.
19NYSV1, Second Annual Report, 1937, 51.
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This soluticar was not acceptable to other institutice officials, taowever. "A

vocaticaral program mist be expanded to the nth degree to adequately provide for the boy
with feebleminded intelligence who cannot read understandingly at one end of the scale,
and at the other end the high school graduate with an I.Q. of 130," argued Coxsackie's

director of educatico. "The institution has neither the trained personnel nor the physical
facilities for meeting this situation." Instead, lw opted to fight the courts "rather than
attempting to expand or diversify the program to meet the demands of a heterogeneous
population."2° Coxsackie began returning to the courts for recommittal elsewhere of as
many "feebleminded" inmates as it could, and solicited cooperation from the State
Deparunent of Correction to try to reeducate the state judiciary on this mattcr. Eventually,
it would appear, Coxsackie succeeded in persuading the judiciary to commit relatively
few overtly "feebleminded" boys to its care.
Another major constraint on reform at Coxsackie centered on the teaching staff.
An innovative educational curriculum, whether in rt public school or a correctional

institution, depends in the last analysis upon unusually able and committed teachers to
implement it. Under the best of circumstances, it would have been very difficult to recruit
and retain teachens who knew how to apply "progressive education" ideas and practices

in a correctional ',ening. Severe budgetary limitations during the 1930s inevitably
exaggerated the intrinsic difficulties. The result was a series of staffing problems that
further undermined the institution's effort to implement its distinctive educational
mission.

Compared to the typical prison, Coxsackie's investment in teachers and the quality

of the teachers it secured was extraordinary. In addition to a director of education (who
also held the rank of assistant superintendent) and a school principal, 13 academic and 17

vocational instructors were employed by the institution. Of the 15 initial academic
personnel (including the director and the principal), 4 had graduate degrees, 9 had

Bachelor's degrees, and 2 had normal high school diplomas. Although the vocational
instructors were lured more on the basis of trade experience thud on wademic credentials,

this was no impediment to effective teaching. As the directors of education at Wallkill
prison had argued, "Some of our best instructors are tradesmen without teaching

experience."21 The challenge of teaching at a brand-new, educationally experimental
2NYSVI, Third Annual Report, 1938, 39.
21Wallkill Progress Reports. Unpublished manuscripts, undated, available in Albany. NY:
New York State Library.
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prigro wears to have attracted a committed and well-trained instructional staff to
Coxsackie.

Teachers at Coxsackie were also accorded considerable professional responsibility
in evaluating ,::ach youth's progress. Unlike the situation at many prisons, the teachers

were in charge of most inmates for half or more of each day. Their evaluations of
studeats were crucial with regard to academic and work assignnunts, disciplinary
procedures, and parole decisions. Teachers were even given the task of censoring their
students' mail so that they might better comprehend each inmate's personality (no doubt
for ether reasons as well).

There was, of course, no recognized professional field of "correctional education"

in the 1930s to supply the institution with appropriately mined teachers. To help
teachers adapt to the special demands of conectional teaching, Coxsackie provided
several forms of in-service training. The institution offered ocational instructors a

course on how to teach shop to prison inmates. More general extension courses, such as
"Applications of Adolescent Psyclualogy," were also made available to teachers at state

expense, as were various kinds of summer training courses. In addition, weekly staff
meetings and regular curriculum conferences were held to facilitate professional
camaraderie and exchange emong the teacher corps, and to tighten the links between the
classroom and the sho2.22

Despite these valiant efforts to secure, train, and accord professional autonomy to

teachers, Coxsackie's administrators were rarely able to staff the institution's shops and

classrooms satisfactorily. Some problems were obviously related to budgetary
constraints. In times of budget cuts, the staff positions most likely to be eliminated were
those of the teachers, not the guards. Periodic economy moves could be profoundly
disruptive. In 1939, for example, four educational positions were eliminated (including
the director of education). At the same time, the resident psychologist and psychiatrist
were also fired. In rather understated terms, one official complained about the resultant

"stresses and strains" that had "offered a real challenge to the entire educational
personnel."23

Even when the staff mmained intact, it usually failed to keep pace with growth in

the inmate population. In 1935, with a population of around 500, the staff included 13
22New York State Department of Correction, A Preliminary Report of Educational'
Activities at the New York State Vocational Institution. September 1. 1935-January 31. 1936. 2829.

23New York State Department of Correction. Division of Education. Annual Report 19391940,33.
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academic and 17 vocational instructors. In 1946, with an inmate population of more than
800, the institution still had 13 academic slots (three of which were vacant) and 19
vocational slots (with two vacancies).24

However, budget cuts were not the only recurring problem that confounded

teacher recruitment. Coxsackie experienced great difficulty locating a sufficient number
of teachers to work at the institution, or, having been hired, to remain at the institution for

any length of time. A 1943 report declared that "during the past year, no problem has
been more time consuming, and at tirs2CS, more discouraging, than trying to keep the

educational positions filled with adequately qualified persons."25 The difficulty
expressed here was not simply a product of wartime personnel shortages, but one that had

been evident firm the outset In the fscal year 1937-1938, for example, the 15 academic
teaching slots were filled by 35 different people, the principal resigned, and the newly
hired director of education was fired.26

The difficulties in securing a stable teaching staff at Coxsackie are not hard to

identify. Low and inequitable salaries surely explained much of the problem. A report to

the Engelhardt Commission asserted that Ill= are many competently trained men
available but few are willing to accept the salaries offered at the present lime."
Moreover, the report forewarned, "a figure difficulty, if salaries are not increased, will be

to hold on to those individuals whom we have trained."" By the early 1940s, the
educational staff had organized to r .esent their intetests at the budgetary hearings of the
State Department of Correction. As the Department reported their grievances:
For several years the educational personnel have felt that the salaries
provided for teachers and instructors are not at all commensurate with the
duties and working conditions inherent in institutional teaching. . .
Experience has convinced us that an adequately qualified staff cannot be
maintained, even in normal times, at the salaries now provided. In order to
get and hold a well qualified staff, salaries and waking conditions must be
somewhat comparable to public schools. Because of the nature of
correctional institutions, the working conditions cannot be made as
attractive as public school woit. It is, therefore, necessary to establish a
24Bertram M. Beck, Youth Within Wails: A Study of the Correctional Treatment of the 16to 2I-Year-Old Male Offender in New York State Institutions with Recommendations for Further
Development, New York: Community Service Society of New lirc.A. 1951.
2sNew York State Department of Correction, Report of Progress in Educational Programs.

1942-1943,7.
26New York State Department of Correction, Division of Education. Annual Report 19371938., see also Walter M. Wallack, Glenn M. Kendall, and Howard L. Briggs, Education Within
Prison Walls, New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1939.
27Wallici1l Progress Reports, undated, 13.
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salary schedule that is at least equal to or even somewhat higher than the
average for the public schools to offset undesirable working conditions. 28

In addition to low wages, the state's rigid pay scale compounded the difficulties of

reacher recruitment. Supervisors were often paid no more than classroom teachers. In
addition, the vocational instructors were consistently paid less than their academic
counterparts, even though their contributions were just as vital to the institution's raison

d'être. These pay scale inequities must have been particularly frustrating, since the hope
of correctional educators in the 1930s was eventually to attract to prisons, via the lure of
comparable salaries, the growing numbers of high-quality vocational teachers who were
being trained at professional schools of education.

Problem of teacher recruitment never came close to being resolved at Coxsackie.
Plaintive protests about low pay and stressful teaching environments became a yearly
ritual at State Department of Correction meetings; the administrators dutifully listened

but did not (and perhaps could not) do much to alleviate the problem. Much planned
classroom instruction at Coxsackie never took place because of teacher vacancies aid
absences.

Learning and Doing at Coxsackie: Progressive Education in Action
As indicated earlier, the programmtic innovations at Coxsackie reflected the
influence of the larger progressive education rnmement which helped transform the
goals and medwds of American schooling during the first half ot the 20th century. As we
shall see now, Coxsackie's experiences played out, in the microcosm of a -ison, many of
dm themes that recur in the history of progressive education reform as a whole. If the
Depression Era reform agenda did not get a fair or full test at Coxsackie, it was equally
true that progressive education rarely received a serious hearing or fair chance to succeed
in mainstream educational institutions either.
Incarceration within the wall-less prison at Coxsackie began with a carefully

planned orientation progxamat the time, the most lengthy and comprehensive
orientation at any New York privon. After checking in at the xlministration building,
inmates proceeded to the 44-cell block reception building where they were placed on a

three-week "quarantine" schedule. The object was to "break down the prisoner's
distrust" and "acquaint him with opportunities for advancerrrnt while in the ins ,itztion."
The process involved a tour of the trade shops and interviews with the various :,:nop
25New York State Department of Correction, Report of Progre5s,7

.
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instructccs, the chaplain, and the chief parole officer. The inmates were also lectured by
the superintendent, two assistant superintendents, the principal, the libratian, the director

of education, and the music director. Inmates also attended classes designed to acquaint
them with regulations governing institutional life (e.g., "securing an interview with an

official," "receiving letters and packages") aid to introduce them to the vocational and

arademic currkulum. The ultimate goal of the orientation program was to petsuade each
inmate "that the quality of his participation in the life of the school is the standard by

which his powntial success in society will be infened"a goal virtually identical to that
articulated by Zebulon Brockway at Elmira half a century before.29

The basic daily schedule of the inmates was quite simple. Inmates with an

afternoon school pogram would spend the entire =ming in a vocational shop. After
lunch, they would attend three school classes: One in trade theory that placed their work
assignment in histrnical and sociological perspective; a second in "related education"
(English on Mondays and Wednesdays, math on Thesdays and Thursdays, science on

Fridays); and a third in "social and economic relations" that explained the nature of
personal and social obligadon (including institutional rules) in the modern world.

Inmates with morning school programs would do the revelse."
Not every inmate was placed on this schedule. Around 15% of the inmates,
according to institutional officials, had "an inferiority complex and a hopeless outlook on

life" and/or were of too limited intelligentx to benefit from the kind of vocational
instruction Coxsackie offered. They were therefore assigned to simple maintenance tasks
around the institution. Another 5% of the inmates, it was claimed, were so "decidedly
antisocial" that dwir participation in the educational programs was counterproductive.

Institution officials felt that Coxsackie's vocationally oriented curriculum was perfectly
appropriate for the remaining 80% of inmates, despite the feet that the great majority of
them possessed little native ability and had accumulated substantial crime records.31

Every inmaw's personal desires were given serious consideration in determining
his vocational placement. During orientation, officials tried to help each inrhiate make the
most appropriate choice via tours of the several shops, attendance at classes that provided

up-to-date occupational information, and individual "vocational guidance" (a field that

had recently gained distinct professional identity in schools of education). Although the
29New York State Department of Correction, Preliminary Report of Educational
Activities,
30Ibid.. 3-5.
31Ibid., 17; New York State Depariment of Correction, Division of Education, Annual

Report 1938-1939, 50.
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boys' desires were not determinativevarious staff contributed their opinions, and
certain trades (e.g., auto shop) tended to be oversubscribedtheir fnst choice was
granted if at all feasible.
Coxsackie offered around two dozen potential vocational assignments, from auto

shop to plumbing. The shop instnicars taught two groups of boys per day, each for
approximately four hours. The size of the groups varied between 2 and 18, with an
average class size of 11 (these were smaller classes than at Elmira under Brockway). In
the shops, the inmates usually stalled out on the simplest tasks and, 1110re or less as in an

apprenticeship, gradually worked up to the more complicated jobs. In the masonry
training program, for example, the usual panern was to "follow the common trade

practice. A new apprentice usually starts out as a mortar boy and mortar tender until he is
familiar with the work. He then begins actual bricklaying practice and should be allowed
to advance as his skill increases."32

The kinds of tasks performed by the inmates varied from shop to shop. In trades
such as carpentry, dm wodc tasks were primarily instructional; little production or repair

was required of the inmates who were specifically tied to day-to-day maintenance needs.
In other trades, relatively little shop time could be cmstrued as primarily instructional;

recurrent institutional demand for the shop's maintenance services left little time for

formal teaching. Painting p.ovided a particularly egregimis example. Institution officials
acknowledged that endkss wall painting supplanted all other instructional activities.
Indeed, the shop instructor did not evei bother to prepare the course of study and student

progress reports that were required of him. Instinnion officials lamented the lack of
training in such aspects of the painting trade as wood finishing, sign painting, and
commercial advertising, the latter of which "is valuable as a hobby" and "might

conceivabl[y] be a mans of making a living without investing very much money." With
some reluctance, Coxsackie's administrators acknowledged that several other shops were
also stuck in a "morass of maintenance."33

These substantial variations in the nature of shop work tasks at Coxsackie
highlight a generic problem in analyzing the history of vocationally oriented correctional
education. That is, a very wide range of on-the-job experiences has traditionally been

enfolded, in practice, under the rubric of vocational education. Even correctional
administrators devoted ostensibly to progressive education ideas were tempted to portray
32Ibi4., Part II, 3.
33NYSVI, Second Annual Report, 1937; Commission or Correction, Twenty-Eighth Annual
Report, 1954, 167.
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the perfotmance of inundate maintenance jobs to "keep up" the facility as adequate to

realize their vocational objectives. All one can say with certainty about Coxsackie's
shops is that there was nnw-li variety in the kinds of work that were required of inmates in

the name of vocaticsal instruction.
To be sure, the administrators of Coxsackie were not blind to the differences,

especially in the early, highly idealistic years. In 1938, for example, the director of
educatice described the pedagogical dangers of failing to protect genuine trade training
from the voracious demands of institutional maintenance:

The plan of having every instructor in the vocational subject to call for all
kinds of maintenance work is questionable. The greatest good
educationally for the greatest number of students cannot result from this
procedure. Much of the instructor's time is wasted on many of the jobs and
very often ally two or three boys out of a large class receive any value
whatsoever from a given project. 34

Over time, however, these laments were articulated much less often. Correctional
officials tried mainly to adapt with minimal complaint not only to the persistent demands
of maintenance (in 1956, the paint shop reported without comment that students spent
90% of their time on maintenance), but also to oil= majcw constraints on vocational

instruction, such as persistent material shortnes and equipment failures.35
As time went on. moreover, the expectations that Coxsackie's administrators held
out for vocational training diminished considerably. To some extent, this was only
acknowledging die obvious: namely, that relatively few inmates remained at the
institution long enough to become true craftsmen (the average stay between the 1930s

and the 1950s was around 15 months). But this inherent limitation had not retarded the

officials' aspirations for vocational instruction at the beginning. In 1939, tir example,

they described their program rather ambitiously as including both "horizontal" training
introducing tlz less cafable students to a variety of occupations to increase their chances

of finding employmentand "vertical" training of the more skilled stu,'ents to the
highest levels of their trade. By the late 1940s, however, program expectations had been

downgraded: opportunities for "vertical" training received almost no attention from
institution officials, while the needs of "slow pupils" were reduced to enable them to -do
the shop work on . . . a helper's level."36 By the 1950s. vocational goals had been
34NYSVI, Third Annual Report, 1938.
35New York Commission of Correction, Twenty-Eighth Annual Report, 1954, 167.
36New York Commission of Correction, Twenty-First Annual Report, 1947, 74.
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downgraded further still. "Few delmquent boys have the mental endowment to become
master craftsmen, and since industry requires more of the semi-skilled workers, intensive

training in trades, except for the occasional boy, is wasted energy," observed Coxsackie's
director of education. "Vocational training should consist primarily of vocational
guidance and explorations. . . . In a sense vocational training can be considered
preapprentice training."37

In sum, the vocational education program at Coxsackie saw a progressive

foreshortening of goals and aspirations between the 1930s and the 1950s. By 1960,
Coxsackie still remained, as its official name indicated, a "Vocational Institution." But

the substance of what ought legitimately to be considered vocational education
especially in a correctional institutionhad been diluted considerably from the days
when the institution dreamt of providing prisoners with bona fide trade skills to earn a
livelihood after release.
Most inmates at Coxsackie spent as much time in the classroom as in ..ste shop.

This was very different from the situation at many conecticeal institutions, where
schooling was used as "filler" because not all inmates could be accommodated in one

cycle in the shops. At Coxsackie, by contrast, the academic curriculum was viewed as

an integral and equally impirtant component of a vocatimal training curriculum. The
pedagogical challenge was to adapt progressive education principles to a correctional
setting, particularly to link classroom curricula to shop experiences so as to maximize

inmates' vocational learning.
The effort at Coxsackie was three-pronged. First, the teachers tried to correlate
instruction in the traditional academic subjects such as English, history, mathematics, and

science with the practical work of the shops. The routine was for each trade instructor to
submit a summary of current shop work to the principal each Friday. The principal
would then distribute the statements to the academic instructors on Saturday, who in turn

would plan the next week's curriculum to reinforce the shop-based instructional
experience. "Relevance" was the pedagogical watchword, as the following statement by

the superintendent made clear
We try to give the lad such academic work as is related to his shop work.
For instance, in the printing shop we have two instructors who teach the
practical printing trade. In the classroom wc have a teacher who gives them
mathematics, English, history, etc., based on the printing wade. They won't
37John B. Costello, "Institution for Juvenile Uelinquents," in Paul W. Tappan (ed.),
Contemporary Correction, New York: McGraw Hill, 1951, 352.
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get the full course of chemistry that is given in high school and they won't
get Latin. What is the use of giving them Latin that they won't use? A
print shop lad won't need chemistry to any extent Let's give him in the
shoe shop that part of chemistry that he needs in relation to his trade. Or
take drafting. No use taking the lad in the tailoring shop and teaching him
drafting.38

Two critical observations may be made about this attempt to offer academic

instruction in a vocatkmally relevant manner. First, this was the least strictly original
component of the wademic curriculum at Coxsackie; many precedents for such activity
could be located from the 19th and early 20th caituries, not cagy at Elmira, but even at

the New York house of Refuge. Second, although the available empirical data regarding
implementatim is meager, it seems evident that the logistics of this anangement would
have been extraordinarily difficult to execute succrtufully week in and week out.

WIwther, in fact, the academic instruct= could have faithfully and continuously adjusted
tlwir teaching plans to the latest requirements of the shops (and on weekends, no less!),

and whether a precise calibration of acelemic and shop knowledge was truly feasible in
the first place, are matters of substantial doubt
The second key component of the academic curriculum was "trade theory," which
sought to teach inmates "a comprehensive knowledge of a given trade including trade
science, blueprint reading, drafting and shop sketching, trade mathematics, and tiade

terms." In arklition, the =use attempted to provide vocational guidance and up-to-date
information on the status of different occupations. In one unit entitled "Barbering as a
Vocation," for example, detailed information was provided on the duties of a barber, his
earning power, how to open a baber shop, health risks, licensini; procedures, and
relevant legal and sanitary codes.

Instruction in trade theory did not just aspire to provide nuts-and-bolts, tradespecific infonnaticn, however. It was hoped that the course would help transform the

inmates' psychological orientation in ways that served broader rehabilitative goals. As
one official observed: "Interests developed in learning the how and why of a worthwhile

vocation offer a socially dtsirable goal and a substitute for morbidity. The hope of
developing the capacity to earn a living in a manner acceptable to society may result in a
defmite shift of attitude."39
38Frederick C. Helbing, "Proper Guald Attitudes and Relations Toward Youilg Offenders,"
in Walter M. Wallack, The Training of Prison Guards in the State of New York,New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1938, 313-314.
39New York State Department of Correction, Preliminary Report on Educational
Activities, Introduction.
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Ftzthermore, the course was self-ccesciously Dewey= in portrayhig the trades as
key ao understanding the evolution of modem civilization, in stressing common

characteristics of the treks, and in emphasizing the "why" as well as the "how" of the
job. Its ultimate object was nothing less than to imbue inmates with a sense of vocational
"calling" that harkened back to the cciginal formulations of the Protestant work ethic. As

several leading prison reformrs observed in an unusually frank assessment, the
employment qualifications of parolees would have to be high indeed if they were to
compete on the open market in a Depression economy.
It is evident that the released inmate seeLing employment must be better
prepared than the average worker, if he is to compete successfully for the
job and keep employed. Not only rmist he acquire superior skill at the
occupational level for which he has the capacity, but he must also have that
related infomiation which makes him a plastic, adaptable, thinking
worker.4°
Formal curriculum development in trade theory was carried out mainly at Wallkill
prison (from which the following examples derive) &id then adapted to Coxsackie's
clieatele. Classes were conducted as informal discussions, with as many as 30 inmates

per session. Inmates from two or three shops were usually grouped together. For
example, inmates from the auto mechanics, electric, and machine shops attended the
same wade theory class, as did those from the clothing, laundry, and tailor shops.

What actually went on in these trade theory classes is difficult to reconstruct

empirically. It would appear, however, that they were something of a pedagogical grab

bag. Consider, for example, this account of a group discussion in auto mechanics:
At the first meeting of the class a discussion was started about changing
nwthods of transportation. Near the shop were three thirigsa cutter sled,
an old buggy, and a wrecked automobileall of which illustrate the change
that has taken place.

The National Tool Show is now in progress in Cleveland, and we had a
discussion about the kinds of tools which are needed to make cars. The
point was breaght up that the average life of a machine in the Ford factory
is only three years, and by that time newer machines have taken its place.
One man suggested that this was the reason for the small number of
manufacturers; the cost of machinery could not be justified except by a
large production.

40Walter M. Wallack et al.. 201.
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Another brief account of a session that combined inmates from the tailor and

laundry shops flare= suggested the rather unstructured, hodgepodge nature of the classes.
This class is a combination of two trades, which presents some difficulty in
lealing discussion. Both shops are interested in clothing and textiles, so
that approach was used. There was a discussion of the masons for wearing
the kinds of clothes we do. Some wanted to know why people in foreign
countries dressed in the "queer" way they do.
From Stuart Chase's book The Economy of Abundance the chapter on early
colonial life in Connecticut in 1750 was scanned and contrasted with
present times. Most of the men had never thought of the difference in
tailoring then and now. 41

More structured classroom exercises also took place in these courses, although

these tooat least from the little that we can learn about them in retrospectwould not
appear to have been particularly imaginative from a pedagogical standpoint. For inmates
studying the machinist trade, for example, a typical assignment would begin with the
distribution of a short essay on some aspect of the trade, followed by a series of written

exercises. One such assignment sheet begm with a brief background on the trade:
We are living in a machine age. Machinery is everywhere. Almost all the
luxuries and necessities of life are made by machinery. The machine shop
is the center where all of these wonderful machines arc produced.
A machine shop is the place in which metal parts are cut and finished to the
size required and assembled to form mechanical units, or machines, from
specifications and designs prepared by engineers.

The Nuipment of a typical machine shop consists of certain standard
machine tools, the type and size depending upon the pmduct of the shop.
The shop's equipment further includes the tools used at the bench or on the
floor. It inclucks adjusting and measuring mols, work benches and tool
holding accessories, and the small tools used in the machines.42
After finishing the trading assignment, the inmates would respond to such

directives as: "List six bench tools and their uses"; "List the names of six machines
usually found in machine shops and briefly indicate their uses"; "Which individual do

you consider to be more importantthe designing engineer or the skilled machinist?
41Wallkill Progress Reports, undated.
42Walter M. Wallack et al., 214.
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Could care work without the other? Give your reasons"; and "Has the machine age

helped or injured the economic progress of man? Give your reasons."43
In sum, Coxsackie attempted thtough its trade theory curriculum to enhance the
professional self-image, competence, and readiness of the tradesman/inmate to compete
for work after his release from the institution. Regrettably, we have only skimpy data

upon which to judge how these courses were planned and implemented. On the basis of
the available evidence, however, major doubts arise about how likely Coxsackie could
have been in achieving its grandiose pedagogical aims. Moreover, since the aspirations
of the vocational curriculum were scaled back in the 1950s to preparing "preapprentices"
rather than skilled tradesmen (as argued earlier), the rekvance of trade theory to the shop
work must have become increasingly beside the point.
In the end, of course, our pessimism regarding this aspect of Coxsackie's

curriculum is not surprising. Translating the Deweyan ideal of vocational education into
pedagogical reality was extraordinarily difficult even in the high schools that were most

committed to pmgressive education ideals. There was certainly no reason to believt that
courses in trade theory at Coxsackie would be more successful in imbuing students with a
vocational "calling" than in more optimal school settings.

The third major component of Coxsackie's academic curriculum was "social
education." The New York prison reformers set high hopes for the social education

curriculum to rehabilitate inmatesmorally and civically as well as vocationallyprior
to release. They expressed the link between courses in cocial and economic relations and
the institution's broader vocatic-aal goals as follows: "Man may maintain himself by

many tvrts of industry, but good qualities of character and workmanship are, however,
fundamental to any degree of success, and these also are definitely set up as shop goals.

Since a boy is not always on the job he must plan, ihile here, for life in his community.

To setve this end :he course in social and economic relations has been planned."
How did officials at Coxsackie go about translating the ideals of social education

into actual coursework? As with the other components of the academic cuniculem, there
is only minimal evidence available to assess the effort. The evidence that survives,
however, is not encouraging.

Coxsackie's administrators were steadfast in their Deweyan belief that 5ocial

,ducation was an essential adjunct to vocational training. "Culture, social responsibility,
43ibid.

44New York State Department of Correction, Preliminary Report of Educational Activities.
15.
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and submission to the 'mores' are cortelative with economic and general well-being,"

they observed. "Upon this basis, it see= necessary to train, educate, culture /sic), or
rebuild the several sides of his life for normal participation."45

To achieve these goals, inmates received daily instruction in a variety of social

education units, such as "Tlw Boy and His World," "Respect for Poverty," and "Social
Protection for the Individual." Each unit set out a series of general principles to be
learned. In the "Social Protection" unit, for example, the subject matter included:
that society does not require the individual to be a law unto himself . . that
many persons would not be able to defend themselves against even one
other person . what behavior is designated as disorderly conduct,
vagrancy, the legal remedy for assault, slander, libel, and failure to perform
contract . the officers designawd for law enforcenwnt . . . that physical
prowess is only one evidence of social worth and that one person may not
injure another.. . the means and agencies for proterting the rights of the
individual. 46

The main pedagogical method which Coxsackie employed to teach social and
economic relations was self-paced instructional units. Each unit co:attained a detailed

essay on a single subject,usually written by the teacherwhich the student would read
and then be tested upon. One teacher, for example, developed a unit on the "History of

Labor Organization." Wen in "simple and interesting" language and in "a
conversational tone," the essay was followed by 15 true-false and seven short-answer

questions. Inmates were to determine the truth of such statements as: "The Secretary of
Labor always does what the union wants him to"; "The N.R.A. pepped up the unions":
and "People always stick up for strikers." This mode of instruction made it possible for
slower and faster student- to complete the curriculum at their own pace, and, equally
important, it enabled the teachers to monitor large classes and adapt to persistent
turnover.

In retrospect, it seems doubtful that this rather conventional pedagogy could have

done very much to transform inmates' ethical and civic attitudes and behavior. After all,
even in the most avant-garde private high schools devoted to progressive education ideas
in the 1930s, it was no small challenge to get serious consideration of such complex
topics from students. At Coxsackie where, in addition to constant inmate turnover and
overcmwding, there was a high concentration of socially deprived, aggressive, criminally
experienced youth, those teaching social education via such "lessons" must surely have
4sibid., 7.
46'.hid.. 16.
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encountered hermlean problems in communication. Here, as in the other components of
the acalemic curriculum, a chasm remained between the rhetoric of progressive
education, in which correctional administrators described their goals and their actual

instructional methods. Their curriculum aspirations in other words, appeared to far
outrun their pedagogical inventiveness (or, perhaps more accurately, the inventiveness of

the professional educators with whom they closely mated to develop instructional
materials).

Of course, these are post-hoc .0dgments based on admittedly minimal empirical

evidence. How did evaluators at the timeincluding the institution officials
themselves judge Coxsackie's ability to meet target goals in integrating vocational and
academic instruction and thereby rehabilitating inmates?

Evaluatinc an Expmriment in Progressive Correctional Education
The early admaristrators at Coxsackie readily acknowledged the many start-up

problems they faced. However, this realistic assessment was generally accompanied by
a resolute optimism that the vocational thrust of the institution was sound. Whatever
difficulties they were experiencing, they were confident that, in time, they would move

beyond the experimental stage and gain widespread public support for their version of
integrated correctional education. Typical %MS the evaluation of the director of education
in 1939:

The educational staff at the writing of this report does so with mixed
emotions. On the one hand, discouragement after discouragement appears.
Co-workers dropped, salaries cut, in effect, teaching loads increased, the ray
of hope of professional improvement blotted out, an atmosphere of unrest
thickening. On the other hand, a new school building is being constructed.
A great deal of satisfaction comes from extensive public praise of the scope
and quality of wort being directed in the institution. A deepening
conviction that education is a mans of rehabilitation is obvious. There is
sufficient evidence on every hand to support the conclusion that enough
progress was made during the year to justify looking into the new year with
confidence that work well done will have its reward. 47

One source of continuing satisfaction for Coxsackie's administrators was their
ability to sustain the basic format of their educational program over several decades.

Though maintenance chores often intruded on the vocational instructior Coxsackie's
program was not burdened by insistent pressures from the outside to turn a profit. The
three principal structural innovations that Coxsackie introduced into New York's
47New York State Vocational Institute. Fourth Annual Report, 1939, 69.
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conectional systeman orientation period of several weeks, a half-day program of shopbased vocational instruction, and a half-day program of related academic instruction
were features that remained virtually unchanged between 1935 and 1960.
Of course, ftnm and content are not the same; the permanency of the former can

easily obscure the compromising of tiw latter. The administrators at Coxsackie were
sensitive to the difference, especially in the idealistic early years. Despite having their
basic program design in place, they were quick to point up the constraints on educational

irmlementation posed by such inadequacies as an unfmished physical plant, unfilled
teaching slots, judges who ignmed sentencing guidelines, and overcrowded classrooms.

Instructional methods designed fir groups of 15, insisted the director of education, were
subverted when applied to twice or even three times that number, particularly when the

oversized groups had nowhere to meet but in small classrooms. The inevitable result was
"only one thing, mediocrity in teaching . . the problem became one of finding some
place whete tlz inmate could be occupied rather than planning a program best fitted to
his needs."48

While the pedagogical difficulties were many, there was, in addition, the more
basic fact that most inmates did not remain long enough at the institution to acquire the

skills and attitudes characteristic of a skilled tradesman. The early administrators were
not blind to this reality, but they were not wont to !dLie it, either, because it would have

cast considerable doubt upon their ambitious educational goals. By the 1950s, however.
the stated aims of the institution (as we saw earlier) had been scaled back. Institution
officials were then more ready to acknowledge some inherent limitations of vocational
education in a short-term correctional setting.

This institution has always faced a serious problem in the rapid turnover of
inmates, which means a great volume of clerical work, the handling of
many case histories, continuous training for various maintenance activities,
etc. The average length of stay. . . . is approximately 15 months, and the
youths at Coxsackie are mostly inexperienced when received. As soon
one becomes competent in any field and his attitude is such that he seems
willing to work, the authorities feel that it is the time to make plans for his
release on parole. 49
By the 1950s, moreover, vocational education per se had lost much of its earlier
appeal as a mode of treatment in American juvenile corrections. This is a much larger
48NYSVI. Third Annual Ripon, 1938, 55; New York State Department of Correction.
Division of Education. Annual Report 1938-1939, 32.
49New York Commission of Correction. Thirtieth Annual Report, 1956, 176.
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subject than we can examine adequawly here. Suffice it to say that a general shift in
intellectual emphasis

was evident throughout the field, not only toward a more

psychotherapeutic crientation,

but, interestingly enouei, toward a nxire traditional

emphasis based on religiously grounded moral uplift. The main pedagogical excitement
at Coxsackie in 1954, for example, derived from a new course dealing with morals and

ethics, entitled "Successful Living," which was taught by the institution's several
chaplains.%

The emerging skepticism about vocational education at Coxsackie during the
1950s was evident in the following assessment concerning where the institution had been
and where it ought to be going in tfw future:

All of the vocatioial and academic opportunities are not in themselves a
deftnite assurance against the future without the individual inmaz's
strength of character. There is no particular magic in teaching a boy to be a

good plumber, as this knowledge without the strength of character to adjust
himself in tlw community and resist all khxls of pressures and temptations
could very well prove to be a lost investment. Perhaps there has been too
much emphasis on the potential of the vocational, without relating to

development of the personality and character of the subject generally.51

'The displacement of vocationalism as Coxsackie's heart and soul was fed by the
growini
,e of a variety of psychotherapeutic tools for rehabilitating young

criminals. Conflicts between educational and psychiatric personnel peaked in the 1950s,
but signs of incipient conflict had been apparent virtually from the beginning of prison
reform in the 1930s.
Consider, for example, the criticisms of the psychiatrist at the New York House ot
Refuge, who argued that few inmates displayed sufficient mental ability to benefit from

educational programs. Mixing psychological assessment with sociopolitical commentary,
he portrayed the growing interest in vocation& programs for young criminals as a waste
of effort, if not worse.
Let us recognize the fact that vocational guidance, as such, has long been
seen as a traud. It does not and cannot offer choice of vocation to the
proletarian child. Up to date it has merely served to steer him into one of
several manual trades. The environment of poverty and the compulsions of
poverty will always be more powerful than any school system in their
effects on chikken. 52
50New York Commission of Correction, Twenty-Seventh Annual Report, 1953. 152-154.
51New York Commission of Correction, Twenty-Eighth Anruial Report, 1954. 167.
:32New York Times, February 27, 1933.
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Other psychiatrists in New York's penal institutions in the 1930s were equally
skeptical about the ability of corrections persixinel to advance tue well-being of inmates.
One complained that scientific concerns received little consideration in planning

rehabilitative programs. Instead, "Each warden learns chiefly from personal experience

and from the rather untmstworthy advisors he chances to meet" Even a grudging
acceptance of the psychiatrists' expertise could not hide the underlying hostility. "Prison
men may be intellectually sympathetic, but emotionally opposed. While they would
support penal investigation in public gatherings, they would probably ridicule and
sabotage such measures in the intimacy of small gmups."53

That tensions between professional groups with different philosophies could

undermine conectional innovation was all too apparent to New York's prison reformers.
One prison warden who was sympathetic to progressive education principles complained

about "discouraging setbacks" and "halting progress" traceable to "a few unhappy
instances where psychiatrists and prison administrators have worked at cross purposes."
Without more consensus on the objects and methods of reform, he argued, "the continuity

of the inmate's provam will be jeopardized by competition between the =dice]
department, prison school, wade training, and other departments, each seeking in their

own way to make some contribution to his impmvement."m Similarly, the director of
education at Coxsackie observed: "An institution program conducted by staff members
with many philosophirm can result in but one condition, a lot of efforts with little
desirable results."55

Especially revealing was a dialogue between a group of young men who were

training to becour guards at par' institutions in New York and two of the best-known
proponents of correctional education: Austin MacCormick and Walter Wallack (who had
pioneered the development of educational programs at Wallkill prison). MacCormick
had just completed a lecture that emphasized the importance of maintaining careful case
histories on inmates so that their individual needs might be known and attended to by
institution staff. Fle then asked the guard trzinees for questions.
Q. Do you suppose those case histories will be available to us'?
53Rayrnond Corsini, "A Note Towards An Experimental Penology.- Prison World.
American Prison Association. September-October 1945, 12, 25.
54Walter B. Martin, "Common Sense Psychiatry," Prisln World, American Prison
Association, Jarnary-February 1942. 10.
55NYSV1, Third Annual Report. 1938. 39.
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Mac Cormick: I think some of the people who are here from other
institution can tell better than I can, but I do say this: Most of the
psychologists and social workers would be so dumbfounded if a guard came
in mad wanted to read a case history they would faint the first time, and the
second time wauld give it to you.

Wallack: On that same point, I have tried to suggest that diagnostic reports
of psychiatrists, psychologists, and others who are doing this we& in
prisons should be made available to those who have a right to use them.
There is a tendency, however, that I am not quite able to understand. It is
an attitude on the part of some of those who prepare such information to
guani it carefully in their fiks. It may be that they mistrust the ability of
teachers and certain others to make Eloper use of their findings. .. I see no
reascai why such important information should be buried or retained for the
exclusive use of only a few of time who could use it properly.

MacCormick: Well, there isn't open warfare between prison officials and
psychiatrists, but there is a definite lack of understanding . .. psychiatrists
have written in a language that we can't understaixl. It was always a
technical language. Nevertheless, it doesn't take long to learn what a
manic-depressive or a paranoid case is lilce, or what his reactions are lilcely
to be. 56

MacCorrnick may have tried to play down the incipient conflicts between

educators and psychiatrists, but "open warfare" did indeed erirrge in the early 1950s with
the publication of the psychiatrist Bertram Beck's blistering assessment of two of New

York's showcase institutionsElmira and Coxsackie. Not only were the educational
programs at these two institutions ineffective in rehabilitating inmates, worse stillfrom

Bcdr's perspectivethe educators had added insult to injury by starting to imitate the
psychiatrists in an attempt to cover up their own deficiencies in professional training.

As institutional personnel have beconw aware of the limitations of
traditional practices, new nwthods have been introduced, described by such
borrowed language as "treatirrnt," "diagnosis," and "casework."
Q:sfusion arises from the fact that they have borrowed these terms from
other professions without borrowing the knowledge. In this manner, words
used in the correctional field have often become cloaks rather than
descriptive labels.57
MacCormick, not surprisingly, challenged Beck's assessment of what had
transpired at Elmira and Coxsackie. It had already been clear for some time, however,
56Austin H. MacCormick, "Trends in Correctional Treatment." in Wallack et al. (eds.), The
Training of Prison Guards, 223-224.
578eck, Youth Within Walls. 24.
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that the locus of reform sentiment in the field of corrections had shifted against education

and in favor of diverse psychotherapeutic interventions. Inatasingly, "The criminal was
no longer viewed as a free-willed although deficient being," as MacCormick had

portrayed him, "but as a determined onepropelled by neuroses, psychoses,
psychopathologies, subcultural commitment, or other problems which occurred in his
childhood or teenage years."58 Psychiatrists, rather than educators, would defme the
vanguard of prison reform in Americe in the immediate future.

The correctional educators had little to fight back withother than blind faith in
general progressive education principles (which, to make matttrs worse, underwent
withering challenge in the public sclmols during the 1950s). Their vulnerability derived
in part from their lack of serious interest or sophistication with regard to matters of
program z.valuation. At Coxsackie and elsewhere, the champitms of cotrectional
education never tried to collect detailed or systematic data to examine whether

institutional promms had helped inmates after release. Admittedly, the Great
1epressk3n was hardly an opportune moment to invest scare resources in research.
Nonetheless, sufficient data on parolees were apparently collected that, in all likelihood,

could have been used to caiduct preliminary evaluations, had the leaders of the
correctional education movement been so inclined. Given the diversity of the penal
reform experiments that were underway in New York, a unique empirical opportunity
was regrettably lost forever to assess the impact of correctional education on different
populations in diverse settings.
Helping inmates to fmd jobs in a depression economy must have been an

immensely frustrating task. Almost from the start, the parole officers assigned to each
institution found themselves with much larger caseloads than they could even

superficially keep track of, much less serve as employment agents. Moreover, as
demonstrated by the stringent restrictions passed by Congress and state legislatures on the
marketing of prison goods, the Depression Era witnessed, not surprisingly, rising hostility

toward easing the reentry of prisoners into scarce civilian jobs. This trend was

profound]: demoralizing to the leaders of prison reform. Edward Cass, president of the
Prison Association of New York, observed:
The simple truth is this, that the fellow who is right-minded will follow
what he is taught in the institution, if he can get a start. But those who have
J. Phillips and L. Surla, A Review of Corrections Education Policy for the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare: Final Report, 1977, cited in Thomas Gehring, "Summary of
Events, 1773-1975," unpublished manucript, 139.
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had to do with men released from the institution, and this from the
experience of many years of the men wound this circle, know that it is not
easy for a man coming out of an institution to make a choice. . . . You have
got to revamp tlw whole public attitude toward the man who comes out of
prism 59
Labor unions were vocal in their hostility to ex-convicts, a position that infuriated

New York's commissioner of corrections, who denounced them for making "extravagant
claims" before the public "about what they are doing for the unfortunate individual who

has been denied his opportunity. We on the East Side know that it is about 90 per cent
bluff." Similarly, asserted a reformist prison warden, "in very few, if any, of the states do
we find labor willbig to cooperate ever so little in the rehabilitation of men behind bars.
Labor does not seem to realize that the criminal problem is as much its problem as

anyone's and that it cannot justly claim exemption from responsibility for its solution."
The decision by the federal government in 1938 to exclude parolees from the GOlian
Conservation Corps further compounded the situation.60
At Coxsackie, the primary source of inforniation on the employment of former
inmates was the chief parole officer, who in 1937 described his work with social agencies
to help parolees find jobs. For all of the difficulties he reported, it is worth noting that he

also claimedalbeit with maddening imprecisionsome successes as well.
We have endeavored to have boys anitinue in the vocation which they have
followed in the institution, but have been confronted with serious difficulty
in securing employment as a result of present economic conditions. Many
boys have been obliged to take whatever employment was offered
regardless of their trade training. It has been found, however, that the
institutional training has been very helpful in that a fair percentage
eventually find their way into the lines they have specialized in, in our
training program. 61

A 1940 survey added some empirical confirmation to the parole officer's claims.
According to the survey, the vast majority of the inmates who had been released since
Coxsackie opened were working in some capacity, although a much smaller share were

using the skills that the institution had taught them. For instance, 24% of those trained as
auto mechanics were working at that trade and 92% overall were employed; 60% of those
trained as bakers were working at that trade and 80% were employed; 33% of those
59Crime Commission Hearings, 98-99.
°Ibid., 105; Waiter N. Thayer Jr.. "Prison Tendencies in the United States," in
Proceedings of the National Conference of Social Work, 1930, 112.
61NYSV1. First Annual Report, 1936. 27.
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trained as hospital attendants were working at that trade and 100% were employed; and
41% of those trained as farm helpers were working at that trade and 72% were employed.
Unfectunately, the survey did not provide enough information to evaluate its
methodology or to interpret its implications reganiing how Coxsackie's educational
ptograms may have influenced the men's employment optices. Nonetheless, at a time
when as many as one-third of the working population was unemployed, these data are
obviously impressive.62

Employment problems for ex-inmates eased temporarily during the manpower
shortages of World War 11, but reemerged afterward. Some new programs were begun
during the 1950s to ease the transition from prison to civilian employment, such as the
creation of a pre-parole job application process to locate employmient before release (as

Zebtdon Bmckway had done), and a cooperative experimert with labor unions to enable
parolees to become union members. By and large, however, correctional educators
continued to skirt the issue of how what was taught or done for inmates at the institution
affected their employment prOspects after release. To the extent that the educators
acknowledged problems of post-release employment, they usually blamed others and
decried public apathy, rather than reflecting on possible deficiencies in the design or
implementation of correctional education programs.
In truth, by 1960 Coxsackie's administrators had no firmer grasp on whether their
educational experiment had "worked" than when the institution had opened a quarter of a

century earlier. By then, the heyday of educational leadership in prison reform circles
had long since passed.

Final Reflections on the Coxsackie Experiment
As our case study suggests, there are many reasons why, from a historical
perspective, prison-based vocational programs seem perennially vulnerable to dissolution.
Put simply, a lot is required for correctional education innovations in general, and
vocational programs in particular, to fall into place and to stay in place (i.e., become
institutionalized).

For example, correctional education programs are very difficult to develop from a
pedagogical standpointa difficulty that many vocal advocates seem loathe to

acknowledge, take seriously, or invest resources in. Second, though hardly surprising, it
is difficult to locate and keep talented, appmpriate staff to teach and supervise vocational
courses in prisons ("root pay is only one of the disincentives). Third, it is expensive at the
62Division of Education, Annual Report 1939-1940, 37-38.
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outset for prisons to afford up-to-date equipment for vocational training, and, after the
initial investment, to keep the equipment current with rapkily changing technologies.
Fourth, it is often not possible to attract sufficiently talented inmates to partivipate in the

programs, or to retain them kmg enough to acquire sophisticated work skills. Fifth,
gaining, or at least sustaining, the allegiance of correctional admbtistrators to vocatiGnal

programs is problematic, because vocational courses do little to enhance the control

objectives of prisons compared with other labor regincns. Sixth, vocational programs
have always been suscepalle to multiple political challenges (i.e., they make enemies

easily), from labor unions to business executives to legislators. And seventhnot that
this list nearly exhausts the matterit is often excruciatingly difficult to fmd employment
for "graduates" following release. These abiding problems are no more easily resolvable
today than they were half a century ago.
With the advantage of hindsight, it is clear that the 1930s were unique in the

degree to which prison officials were willing to follow the lead of outsiders, especially

those from the field of education, in charting new paths of reform. The leading

spokespersons fir prison ref= genuinely expected that professicsial educators and
educational agencies would play a major, if not dominant role in all phases of future

prison administration and planning. The 1930s represented a heyday of belief by
American society in the expertise of professional educators, and in the academic

discipline of education as a burgeoning science; this was coupled with a continuing
deference in social science circles more generally to Deweyan leadership in progressive
education.

The 1930s were even more unique in that the educational critics of traditional

penology were given a direct opportunity to put their ideas into practice. In New York, as
we have seen, they even became administrators of correctional experinwnts. These
innovations were facilitated by being part of a larger shake-up in governmental structures

during the Great Depression Eraa mass changing of the guard in many sectors of

government
To say the least, the predicted linkage between education and corrections never

came to pass: The expansion of corrections as a relatively autonomous professional field
in the post-World War Il era came at the expense of severed ties with professional

educators. To the extent that conections administrators developed strong academic ties,
those ties were with the fields of criminology and sociology, and to a lesser degree with
psychology, not with schools of education. Clearly, Austin MacCormick had it all wrong
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when he foresaw an emerging consensus that leadership in prison reform should be in the
hands of the educators.

In our judgment, the inability of the field of correr::-inal education to root itself

professionally is most unfortunate. Their remains a great need for professional educators
or same other academic group to exercise leadership in developing a full-fledged

pedagogy for prisceers. As MacCormick was perhaps the first to understand, the job of
creating adult-appropriate curriculum materials and teaching methods for prison

populations is extraordinarily difficult Until recently, this great curricular and
pedagogical challenge has Malty been acknowledged. How to re-create in the 1990s the
conditions of the 1930s when, at least for a brief time, there was serious ongoing
communication on these matters between educators and prison officials is a formidable
challenge.
CONCLUSION

It remains to be seen whether vocationally oriented correctional education can find
a secure niclw for itself in the 1990s within the growing political movement led by state
governments to revive prison industries in order to defray the massive costs of prison

expansion. However, the political alignments that in the past have regularly defeated

prison industries appear again to be forming. Even the federal prison system's UNICOR

systemfounded in 1934, and the only sustained vocational education program in
American correctionsbas begun to receive concerted congressional challenge.63
As we indicated earlier, it would be historically unprecedented for cmrectional
education to gain a wide lwaring under the aegis of a penal philosophy committed quite
openly to the goals of deterrence and retribution rather than to rehabilitation as the

primary goal of imprisonment. Under these circumstances, is there anything that leaders
in the field of correctional education can now usefully do to increase the prospects for

future change? The prudent strategy, we would suggest, may not be to attempt to
innovate widely, but rather to encourage small-scale, carefully designed and evaluated

experimental studies. Then, when a more propitious public sentiment emerges (as has
occurred periodically in the past), the leaders in the field will confidently be able to

address policymakers from a training standpoint about "what works."

Too often, we believe, proponents of correctional education programsespecially
those with a vocational focushave proclaimed the virtues of their ideas as self-evident
as if the greater alleged "practicality" of vocational programs guaranteed them both wider
63Crirninal Justice Newsletter, 21, November 15, 1990, 2.
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public support and greater rehabilitative effectiveness than other interventions. This is no

longer adequate. The corrections field itself, and also legislators, have traveled down the
reform road of vocational education too often to be persuaded by superficial invocations

of the work ethos as a remedy for recidivism. This is not to argue against innovative
educational programming in correctional institutions, but rather to insist that the
development of a persuasive, empirically grounded justification for investment in
vocational education ought to be considered necessary before it is decided, as a matt:1- of
policy, to choose this educational mute rather than some other. Unless it can be shown
that vocational programming is superior to other educational or therapeutic interventions
with prisoners, there seems no compelling reason to assume it to be so.

